An inter-line CCD (IT-CCD) capable of reading signals in two read modes, a field read mode and a frame read mode, is used to control, by a system control means, a CCD exposure and a signal read mode, a short-time exposure signal (Short signal) acquires an image by a field read and a long-time exposure signal (Long signal) acquires an image by a frame read, and these two images are synthesized by a signal synthesizing means to expand a dynamic range.
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(a) First field

(b) Second field

(c) First field

(d) Second field

→ Indicates charge movement

Photodiode Vertical transfer CCD

Charge mixing

Signal output

Horizontal transfer CCD
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Horizontal direction

Vertical direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ye</th>
<th>Cy</th>
<th>Ye</th>
<th>Cy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>Cy</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>Cy</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 5

From image memory 6

One-line memory

70101

Two horizontal line adder means 701

70102

To weighting adder means 703
FIG. 10

Horizontal direction

Number of lines

1
Ye +Mg  Cy +G  Ye +Mg  Cy +G  Ye +Mg  Cy +G

2
Ye +G  Cy +Mg  Ye +G  Cy +Mg  Ye +G  Cy +Mg

3
Ye +Mg  Cy +G  Ye +Mg  Cy +G  Ye +Mg  Cy +G

4
Ye +G  Cy +Mg  Ye +G  Cy +Mg  Ye +G  Cy +Mg

(N/2) lines

Vertical direction

Short signal
FIG. 11

Number of lines

1. Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy
2. Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy
3. Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy

N/2 Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy

First field Long signal

Number of lines

1. Mg G Mg G Mg G
2. G Mg G Mg G Mg G
3. Mg G Mg G Mg G G

N/2 G Mg G Mg G Mg

Second field Long signal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of lines</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- (a) Long signal after two upper lines addition
- (b) Short signal after interpolation processing
- (c) Short signal after interpolation processing

**FIG. 12**
FIG. 13

Synthesis coefficient $k$

Long signal level

$0 \rightarrow Th_{min} \rightarrow Th_{max} \rightarrow 0$
### FIG. 14

#### Table 1: Pixel Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of lines</th>
<th>Long signal</th>
<th>Short signal</th>
<th>Synthesis signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Ye+Mg)L11</td>
<td>(Cy+G)L12</td>
<td>(Ye+Mg)L13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(Ye+Mg)L21</td>
<td>(Cy+G)L22</td>
<td>(Ye+Mg)L23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Ye+G)L31</td>
<td>(Cy+G)L32</td>
<td>(Ye+G)L33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Equations

- Synthesis coefficient obtained from $(Ye+Mg)L11 = k_{11}$
- Synthesis coefficient obtained from $(Cy+G)L12 = k_{12}$

- $(Ye+Mg)M11 = (1-k_{11}) \times (Ye+Mg)L11 + k_{11} \times (Ye+Mg)S11 \times D$
- $(Cy+G)M12 = (1-k_{12}) \times (Cy+G)L12 + k_{12} \times (Cy+G)S12 \times D$
FIG. 17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of horizontal pixels</th>
<th>Number of horizontal pixels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ye+Mg)L11</td>
<td>(Cy+G)L12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ye+Mg)L21</td>
<td>(Cy+G)L22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ye+G)L31</td>
<td>(Cy+G)L32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Long signal

YL11 = (Ye+Mg)L11 + (Cy+G)L12
YL12 = (Cy+G)L12 + (Ye+Mg)L13

Long brightness signal

FIG. 18

Synthesis coefficient k

Long brightness signal level
**FIG. 19**

### Table: Long Brightness Signal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of lines</th>
<th>Number of horizontal pixels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YL11, YL12, YL13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>YL21, YL22, YL23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>YL31, YL32, YL33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table: Long Signal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of lines</th>
<th>Number of horizontal pixels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Ye+ Mg)L11, (Cy+ G)L12, (Ye+ Mg)L13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(Ye+ Mg)L21, (Cy+ G)L22, (Ye+ Mg)L23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Ye+ G)L31, (Cy+ Mg)L32, (Ye+ G)L33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table: Short Signal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of lines</th>
<th>Number of horizontal pixels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Ye+ Mg)S11, (Cy+ G)S12, (Ye+ Mg)S13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(Ye+ Mg)S21, (Cy+ G)S22, (Ye+ Mg)S23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Ye+ G)S31, (Cy+ Mg)S32, (Ye+ G)S33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table: Synthesis Signal

- Long signal: 
  \[ (Ye+Mg)M11 = (1-ky11) \times (Ye+Mg)L11 + ky11 \times (Ye+Mg)S11 \times D \]
- Short signal: 
  \[ (Cy+G)M12 = (1-ky13) \times (Cy+G)L12 + ky12 \times (Cy+G)S12 \times D \]
FIG. 21

From brightness extraction means 70401

One-line memory 1201

To brightness signal synthesizer means 13
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Long brightness signal

\[(Y: \text{Brightness signal}, Y=Ye+Mg+Cy+G)\]
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Number of lines

1  

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

2  

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

3  

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

4  
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N/2  
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Short brightness signal

(Y: Brightness signal, Y=Ye+Mg+Cy+G)
FIG. 27

(a) Output of brightness signal extraction means 70401 (Short brightness signal)
(b) Output of brightness signal extraction means 12 (Short brightness signal after interpolation processing)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of horizontal pixels</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of lines</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YM11</td>
<td>YM12</td>
<td>YM13</td>
<td>YM14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YM21</td>
<td>YM22</td>
<td>YM23</td>
<td>YM24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YM31</td>
<td>YM32</td>
<td>YM33</td>
<td>YM34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synthesis brightness signal

Pixels with same spatial position

Short brightness signal

Long brightness signal
**FIG. 29**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of lines</th>
<th>Ye +Mg +G</th>
<th>Cy +G</th>
<th>Ye +Mg +G</th>
<th>Cy +G</th>
<th>Ye +Mg +G</th>
<th>Cy +G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Synthesis signal

(b) Signal inputted into synchronizer means 19
### FIG. 33

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical direction</th>
<th>Horizontal direction</th>
<th>Read</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mg G Mg G Mg G</td>
<td>G Mg G Mg G Mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>G Mg G Mg G Mg G</td>
<td>G Mg G Mg G Mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mg G Mg G Mg G</td>
<td>Mg G Mg G Mg G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>G Mg G Mg G Mg G</td>
<td>Mg G Mg G Mg G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mg G Mg G Mg G</td>
<td>Mg G Mg G Mg G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
<td>Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>G Mg G Mg G Mg G</td>
<td>Mg G Mg G Mg G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Signal on solid-state imaging element 3**

**Short signal**
FIG. 34

Number of lines

1  Ye +Mg +G +Mg +G +Mg +G
2  Ye +Mg +G +Mg +G +G +Mg
3  Ye +G +G +G +G +Mg +G +Mg
4  Ye +G +Mg +G +G +G +G +G
5  Ye +Mg +G +G +G +G +G +G
6  Ye +G +G +G +G +G +G +G
7  Ye +Mg +G +G +G +G +G +G
8  Ye +G +Mg +G +G +G +G +G

N/2  Ye +G +Mg +G +G +G +G +G

(b) Long signal

N  Ye +G +Mg +G +G +G +G +G

(c) Long signal after interpolation processing

(a) Short signal after two upper/lower lines addition
FIG. 35

(a) Short signal before interpolation processing

(b) Short signal after interpolation processing
FIG. 36

Number of horizontal pixels
1 2 3 4

Long signal
(Ye+ Mg)L11 (Cy+ G)L12 (Ye+ Mg)L13 (Cy+ G)L14

Synthesis coefficient
k1 k2 k3 k4

Long signal
(Ye+ Mg)L11 (Cy+ G)L12 (Ye+ Mg)L13 (Cy+ G)L14

Short signal
(Ye+ Mg)S11 (Cy+ G)S12 (Ye+ Mg)S13 (Cy+ G)S14

Synthesis with synthesis coefficient kb11
Synthesis with synthesis coefficient kb13

FIG. 37

Synthesis coefficient k

0 1

0 Th_min Th_max

Long signal level
FIG. 38

Number of horizontal pixels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long signal</td>
<td>(Ye+ Mg)L11</td>
<td>(Cy+ G)L12</td>
<td>(Ye+ Mg)L13</td>
<td>(Cy+ G)L14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition</td>
<td>Addition</td>
<td>Addition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long brightness signal</td>
<td>YL11</td>
<td>YL12</td>
<td>YL13</td>
<td>YL14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis coefficient</td>
<td>k1</td>
<td>k2</td>
<td>k3</td>
<td>k4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Long signal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Ye+ Mg)L11</td>
<td>(Cy+ G)L12</td>
<td>(Ye+ Mg)L13</td>
<td>(Cy+ G)L14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short signal</td>
<td>(Ye+ Mg)S11</td>
<td>(Cy+ G)S12</td>
<td>(Ye+ Mg)S13</td>
<td>(Cy+ G)S14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis with synthesis coefficient kb11</td>
<td>Synthesis with synthesis coefficient kb13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 39

Synthesis coefficient k

Long brightness signal level

0 1

0 1

Th_min' Th_max'
FIG. 41

(a) Short brightness signal after interpolation processing

(b) Short brightness signal

(c) Brightness signal = Ye+Cy+G, Mg

Interpolation processing

Brightness signal extraction

Read

Vertical direction

Horizontal direction

Number of lines

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy
Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy Ye Cy
G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg
G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg
G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg
G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg
G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg
G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg G Mg

(e) Signal on solid-state imaging element 3
FIG. 42

From two horizontal line adder means 701 (Long signal)
From brightness signal extraction means 70401 (Long brightness signal)
From interpolation means 702 (Short signal)

Synthesis coefficient generation means 1404

Signal synthesizer means 14 or 23

FIG. 43

Number of horizontal pixels

1  2  3  4

Long brightness signal
YL11  YL12  YL13  YL14

Synthesis coefficient
k1  k2  k3  k4

Long brightness signal
YL11  YL12  YL13  YL14

Short brightness signal
YS11  YS12  YS13  YS14

Synthesis with synthesis coefficient kb11
Synthesis with synthesis coefficient kb13
### FIG. 51

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Horizontal direction**

**Vertical direction**

### FIG. 52

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 53

Horizontal direction

Vertical direction
FIG. 55

From solid-state imaging element

One-line memory

332

Two horizontal line adder means 33

To image memory 4

FIG. 56

long / short

long signal frame memory

short signal frame memory

341a

long

341b

short
FIG. 58

361  Signal level determination means

36101  Comparator A

36102  Comparator B

36103  Gate

36104  long

36105  short

long

short
FIG. 62

First of fields divided into blocks

Outdoor fields

Indoor fields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 64

Horizontal direction

Vertical direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ye</th>
<th>Cy</th>
<th>Ye</th>
<th>Cy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>Cy</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>Cy</td>
<td>Ye</td>
<td>Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 65

(a) Brightness level of fluorescent lamp for each color component.

(b) Exposure A, Exposure B, Exposure C, Exposure D.

Exposure amount for each color component.
SOLID-STATE IMAGING DEVICE FOR ENLARGEMENT OF DYNAMIC RANGE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a solid-state imaging device capable of expanding the dynamic range of picked up images.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Heretofore, a solid-state imaging device for synthesizing two image signals having the amount of exposure different from each other to obtain an image signal with a wide dynamic range is disclosed in, for example, the gazette of Japanese Laid-Open Patent No. HE19-214829 and the gazette of Japanese Laid-Open Patent No. HE19-275527.

[0003] The gazette of Japanese Laid-Open Patent No. HE19-214829 discloses a digital still camera capable of obtaining an image signal with a wide dynamic range by level shifting two continuous field images picked up by the change of the exposure time, and then synthesizing them into one frame image.

[0004] The gazette of Japanese Laid-Open Patent No. HE19-275527 discloses a digital still camera capable of obtaining an image signal with a wide dynamic range by level shifting a plurality of frame images having a different exposure times obtained from a plurality of CCDs, and then synthesizing them into one frame image.

[0005] In addition, there has been known an example of a video camera which expands the dynamic range by using a special CCD capable of reading a long-time exposure signal and a short-time exposure signal within one field period (“Development of method of processing single-plate Hyper-D color camera signal,” Image Media Society Technical Report, Vol. 22, No. 3, pp. 1-6 (1998)).

[0006] However, for example, in the digital still camera disclosed in the gazette of Japanese Laid-Open Patent No. HE19-214829, two continuous field images picked up by the change of the exposure time are synthesized, so that the image after synthesized only has an image resolution for one field, that is, a resolution of a half of the number of pixels of CCD, whereby a short in the resolution of picked up image is concerned about.

[0007] On the other hand, in the digital still camera disclosed in the gazette of Japanese Laid-Open Patent No. HE19-275527, image signals having a different exposure times picked up by a plurality of CCDs are synthesized, so that the image after synthesizes has an image resolution for one frame, that is, a resolution for the number of pixels of CCD, and however, a plurality of CCDs are required, which is disadvantaged in the size/cost of the imaging device.


[0009] It is an object of the present invention to provide a solid-state imaging device capable of picking up an image with an expanded dynamic range at a lower cost and at an image resolution equivalent to the number of pixels of CCD by using one CCD used generally with such a solid-state imaging device regardless of consumer or business applications.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0010] The solid-state imaging device of the present invention has a solid-state imaging element for outputting a plurality of image signals having different exposure times, and signal synthesizer means for synthesizing image signals outputted from the above-mentioned solid-state imaging element; at least one of image signals outputted from the above-mentioned solid-state imaging element by the signal synthesizer means is processed as an image signal having a small number of pixels than other image signals, thereby allowing an image with an expanded dynamic range to be picked up at an image resolution equivalent to the number of pixels of CCD.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a solid-state imaging device according to Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0012] FIG. 2 is an illustrative view of a mode of reading signal from the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0013] FIG. 3 is a view showing an example of the arrangement of color filters formed on the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0014] FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a configuration of signal synthesizer means in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0015] FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing a configuration of two horizontal line adder means in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0016] FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a configuration of interpolation means in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0017] FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing a configuration of weighting adder means in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0018] FIG. 8 is an illustrative view to explain the principle of the dynamic range expansion in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0019] FIG. 9 is an illustrative view to explain the timing of the exposure and read of the long signal and the short signal in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0020] FIG. 10 is an illustrative view to explain the short signal in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0021] FIG. 11 is an illustrative view to explain the long signal in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0022] FIG. 12 is an illustrative view to explain the two horizontal line addition processing and the interpolation processing in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0023] FIG. 13 is a graph to explain a synthesis coefficient deciding method in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0024] FIG. 14 is an illustrative view to explain a signal synthesis processing method in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0025] FIG. 15 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the weighting adder means in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.
FIG. 16 is a block diagram showing a configuration of brightness signal extraction means in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. 17 is an illustrative view to explain a long brightness signal producing method in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. 18 is a graph to explain a synthesis coefficient deciding method in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. 19 is an illustrative view to explain a signal synthesis processing method in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. 20 is a block diagram showing a solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 21 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a brightness signal interpolation means in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 22 is a block diagram showing a configuration of brightness signal synthesizer means in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 23 is a block diagram showing a configuration of signal synthesizer means in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 24 is a block diagram showing a configuration of synchronization means in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 25 is an illustrative view to explain a long brightness signal in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 26 is an illustrative view to explain a short brightness signal in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 27 is an illustrative view to explain a brightness signal interpolation processing in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 28 is an illustrative view to explain a brightness signal synthesizing method in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 29 is an illustrative view to explain a synthezizing process by the synthesizer means in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 30 is a block diagram showing a solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 4 of the present invention.

FIG. 31 is a block diagram showing a configuration of synchronization means in Embodiment 4 of the present invention.

FIG. 32 is an illustrative view to explain a synthezizing process by the synthesizer means in Embodiment 4 of the present invention.

FIG. 33 is an illustrative view showing another example of a method of reading an image signal from a solid-state imaging element.

FIG. 34 is an illustrative view to explain the two horizontal line addition processing and the interpolation processing when taking the long signal as a field image and the short signal as a frame image in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

FIG. 35 is an illustrative view to explain previous-value interpolation processing.

FIG. 36 is an illustrative view showing another example of a method of synthesizing the long signal and the short signal in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

FIG. 37 is a graph showing another example of a method of deciding a synthesis coefficient from the long signal in Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

FIG. 38 is an illustrative view showing another example of a method of synthesizing the long signal and the short signal in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. 39 is a graph showing another example of a method of deciding a synthesis coefficient from the long brightness signal in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. 40 is a block diagram of the solid-state imaging device when changing a short signal reading method in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 41 is an illustrative view to explain the contents of the brightness signal interpolation processing when changing a short signal reading method in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 42 is a block diagram showing another configuration of the signal synthesizer means in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 43 is an illustrative view showing another example of a method of synthesizing the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal in Embodiment 3 of the present invention.

FIG. 44 is a block diagram showing another example of the solid-state imaging device in an fourth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 45 is a view showing another example of the arrangement of color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element.

FIG. 46 is a view showing another example of the arrangement of color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element (of CyYeG stripe method).

FIG. 47 is a view showing another example of the arrangement of color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element (of Bayer method).

FIG. 48 is a view showing another example of the arrangement of color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element (of inter-line method).

FIG. 49 is a view showing another example of the arrangement of color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element (of G stripe RB completely chequered method).

FIG. 50 is a view showing another example of the arrangement of color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element (of stripe method).

FIG. 51 is a view showing another example of the arrangement of color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element (of diagonal stripe method).

FIG. 52 is a view showing another example of the arrangement of color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element (of G stripe RB line sequential method).

FIG. 53 is a view showing another example of the arrangement of color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element (G stripe RB point sequential method).

FIG. 54 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 5 of the present invention.

FIG. 55 is a block diagram showing a configuration example of two horizontal line adder means in the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 5 of the present invention.

FIG. 56 is a block diagram showing a configuration example of an image memory in the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 5 of the present invention.

FIG. 57 is a timing chart with respect to the exposure of a subject image, to the read of an exposed signal, and to the read/write operation of the image memory in the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 5 of the present invention.
FIG. 58 is a block diagram showing a configuration example of signal level determination means in the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 5 of the present invention.

FIG. 59 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 6 of the present invention.

FIG. 60 is a timing chart with respect to the exposure of a subject image, to the read of an exposed signal, and to the read/write operation of the image memory in the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 6 of the present invention.

FIG. 61 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 7 of the present invention.

FIG. 62 is a typical view showing a state of the screen block division in Embodiment 7 of the present invention.

FIG. 63 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 8 of the present invention.

FIG. 64 is a configuration view showing a color filter arrangement of the solid-state imaging element in the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 8 of the present invention.

FIG. 65 is a graph of the fluctuation in brightness for each color component of a fluorescent lamp.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Embodiment 1

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a solid-state imaging device in a best mode (hereinafter called Embodiment 1) in order to carry out the present invention. In the diagram, the numeral 1 designates an optical lens; the numeral 2, a mechanical shutter as light shutter means also used for an optical aperture; and the numeral 3, a solid-state imaging device, the solid-state imaging device being an interline transfer CCD (IT-CCD) generally used with a consumer solid-state imaging device. Other than the CCD, there are a frame inter-line transfer CCD (FIT-CCD) and a CMOS sensor. The numeral 4 designates an analog signal processing means consisting of a correlated double sampling circuit and of an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit; the numeral 5, an A/D converter means; the numeral 6, an image memory for storing an image signal converted to a digital signal by the A/D converter means; 5, and the numeral 7, signal synthesizer means for synthesizing two-system image signals read from the image memory.

A signal obtained by the signal synthesizer means 7 is subject to processing such as separating of brightness signal from color signal, noise removing, edge enhancing, matrix operating, and encoding to a specific format in a digital signal processing means 8. A mechanical shutter drive control means 9 controls the opening or closing of the mechanical shutter 2; and a solid-state imaging element drive control means 10 controls the exposure control, signal read mode and timing of the solid-state imaging element 3. The operation mode and operation timing of all of the above-mentioned components including these means should be controlled integrally by a system control means 11.

FIGS. 2(a), 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d) are typical views to explain the operation/configuration of the solid-state imaging element 3. The solid-state imaging element 3 is an interline transfer CCD (IT-CCD) capable of reading a signal in two read modes of a field read mode and a frame read mode, which for the sake of explanation, will be explained with a configuration consisting of four vertical pixels and two horizontal pixels, so that 4×2 pixels arranged in the two-dimensional plane such as in matrix shape as shown in FIG. 2.

FIGS. 2(a), 2(b) are views to explain the field read mode in the IT-CCD. In FIG. 2(a), a photodiode as an element for storing a charge corresponding to the amount of an incident light is a portion in which a signal charge according to light intensity by photoelectric conversion is stored, and after a certain time, the accumulated charge is transferred to a vertical transfer CCD by an applied control pulse. At this time, charges of two upper/lower photodiodes adjacent to each other are mixed on the vertical transfer CCD, and outputted through a horizontal transfer CCD to the outside. The above-mentioned operation is the read operation of a first field.

In a second field, as shown in FIG. 2(b), a pair of photodiodes mixed on the vertical transfer CCD are displaced by one pixel in the vertical direction compared to that for the first field. Thus, the signal read for two fields allows said image signal equivalent to one frame of the interface method to be read.

Using FIGS. 2(c) and 2(d), the frame read mode will be explained hereinafter. In the frame read mode, first in the first field (FIG. 2(c)), the charge accumulated in the photodiode by one pixel jumping in the vertical direction is transferred to the vertical transfer CCD, and then outputted through the horizontal transfer CCD to the outside. In the second field (FIG. 2(d)), the charge of the photodiode not transferred to the vertical transfer CCD in the first field is transferred to the vertical transfer CCD, and then outputted through the horizontal transfer CCD to the outside. In this manner, in the frame read mode, the charges on the photodiode are not mixed in the vertical transfer CCD and outputted to the outside. Thus, the signal read for two fields allows said image signal equivalent to one frame of the interface method to be read.

FIG. 3 is an arrangement view of complementary-color checkerboard type color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element in FIG. 3. In FIG. 3, Mg represents magenta color; G, green color; Ye, yellow color; and Cy, cyan color. As shown in FIG. 3, one pixel of photodiode corresponds to one-color color filter.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a configuration example of the signal synthesizer means 7. In the diagram, the numeral 701 designates two horizontal line adder means for adding image signals for two horizontal scan lines of said image signals outputted from the image memory 6 (hereinafter, an image signal equivalent to the horizontal scan line is called simply the horizontal line or the horizontal line signal). The numeral 702 designates interpolation means for interpolating in the vertical direction said image signals outputted from the image memory 6. Weighting adder means 703 weights and adds the output from the two horizontal line adder means 701 and the interpolation means 702.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing a configuration example of the two horizontal line adder means 701. In the diagram, the numeral 70101 designates a one-line memory which is means for delaying by one horizontal synchronous period said image signal for one line outputted from the image memory 6. The numeral 70102 designates an adder in which the horizontal line signal delayed at the one-line memory 70101 and the horizontal line signal inputted into the two
horizontal line adder means 701 are added to cause two upper/
lower lines adjacent to each other to be added.

[0085] FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the
interpolation means 702. In the diagram, the numerals
70201 and 70202 designate one-line memories which are
means for delaying by one horizontal synchronous period
said image signal for one line outputted from the image
memory 6. The numerals 70203 and 70204 designate ampli-
plier means for multiplying the input signal from the image
memory 6 and the output signal of the one-line memory
70202 by a certain gain. The numeral 70205 designates an
adder for adding the signals multiplied by the gain at the
amplifier means 70203 and 70204.

[0086] FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the
weighting adder means 703. In the diagram, the numeral
70301 designates synthesis coefficient generation means for
generating a coefficient k (1 ≤ k ≤ 0) according to the signal
level for each pixel of the signals through the two horizontal
line adder means 701 and giving k value and 1-k value to
multipliers 70302 and 70303. The multipliers 70302 and
70303 multiply the signal through the interpolation means
702 and the signal through the two horizontal line adder
means 701 by k value and 1-k value, the results being added
to the adder 70304 to output.

[0087] With respect to the solid-state imaging device of the
present invention configured as described above, the opera-
tion thereof will be explained hereinafter.

[0088] This device is wherein it picks up two images of a
short-time exposure signal (hereinafter called the short
signal) and a long-time exposure signal (hereinafter called
the long signal), and synthesize the two images to pick up an
image with an expanded dynamic range. The principle of such
dynamic range expansion will be explained using FIG. 8.
FIGS. 8(a) and 8(b) show a relationship between the bright-
ness of a subject when exposed (amount of incident light to
the solid-state imaging element) and the quantity of the signal
outputted from the solid-state imaging element. As shown in
FIG. 8(a), at a long-time exposure, the amount of the charge
generated on the photodiode of the solid-state imaging
element by the incident light becomes large, and thus naturally
the quantity of the outputted signal becomes large. However,
the amount of the charge accumulated on the photodiode has
an upper limit, and when exceeding the upper limit, an a-
nomenon of saturation, that is, a broken signal occurs, so that
the subject image cannot be correctly reproduced. On the
contrary, as shown in FIG. 8(b), setting the exposure time
at short allows the saturation to be avoided, which in turn causes
the S/N of the low brightness portion in the subject to be
degraded. Thus, using the signal obtained by a long-time
exposure (the long signal) and the signal obtained by a short-
time exposure (the short signal), synthesizing an image con-
sisting of the long signal for the low brightness portion and of
short signal for the high brightness portion allows the subject
to be reproduced from the low brightness portion to the high
brightness portion, thereby allowing the dynamic range of the
imaging device to be expanded. At this time, after multiplying
the short signal by a gain equal to the ratio in the amount
of exposed light to the long signal (the ratio in exposure time)
as shown in FIG. 8(c), and synthesizing them allows the
expansion of the dynamic range according to the ratio in the
amount of exposed light to be achieved as shown in FIG. 8(d).
For example, when the ratio in the amount of exposure of the
long signal to the short signal is 1:D, the dynamic range can be
expanded by D times.

[0089] Hereinafter, there will be explained a concrete example of the imaging device capable of expanding the
dynamic range of the picked up images according to the
above-mentioned principle.

[0090] First, using FIG. 9, a method of picking up the short
signal and the long signal will be explained. FIG. 9 is a timing
chart with respect to the exposure of a subject image, and to
the read of an exposed signal in the solid-state imaging ele-
ment 3. In the chart, the item (a) indicates a synchronous
signal in the vertical direction; the item (b), a read control
pulse for controlling the read of the signal charge from the
photodiode of the solid-state imaging element 3; the item (c),
the opening/closing state of the mechanical shutter 2; the item
(d), an exposure signal on the photodiode of the solid-state
imaging element 3; and the item (e), a signal outputted from
the solid-state imaging element 3.

[0091] At the short signal exposure, with the mechanical
shutter 2 being opened, using an electrical shutter function,
the exposure is performed for a required exposure time, for
example, one thousandth of a second. After the exposure for
one thousandth of a second is finished, the charge accumu-
lated on the photodiode is moved to the vertical transfer CCD
by the read control pulse. At this time, the solid-state imaging
element 3 should drive in the field read mode, and as
explained in FIG. 2(a), the charges accumulated on the
photodiode are mixed on vertical transfer CCD and read to the
outside. At this time, said image signal to be read should be
only the signal for the first field. FIG. 10 shows the short
signal read in the field read mode. The number of the photo-
diodes in the vertical direction of the solid-state imaging
element 3 is taken as N (for the sake of explanation, N is taken
as even number, but not limited to it). As shown in FIG. 10,
the read short signal becomes four-kind signals Ye+Mg, Cy+G,
Ye+G and Cy+Mg obtained by adding four colors Ye, Cy, G and
Mg to each other, respectively. The number of the lines in the
vertical direction is a half of the number N in the vertical
direction of photodiodes.

[0092] Then, while reading the short signal, long signal is
exposed. The exposure time of the long signal is taken as,
for example, one hundredth of a second. The exposure time of
the long signal should be controlled by the opening/closing of
the mechanical shutter 2, and after one hundredth of a second
following the start of the exposure of the long signal, the
mechanical shutter 2 is closed to complete the exposure. In
this manner, the closing of the mechanical shutter 2 causes
the exposed signal for a long time not to be exposed extra during
reading.

[0093] When the exposure of the long signal is completed,
the charge accumulated on the photodiode is transferred to the
vertical transfer CCD by the read control pulse. At this time,
the solid-state imaging element 3 should drive in the frame
read mode, and as explained in FIG. 2(c), the charge of the
photodiode equivalent to the odd number line in the vertical
direction is read by the first field. After the signal read of the
first field is finished, then the charge of the photodiode
equivalent to the even number line in the vertical direction is
read (the second field), whereby the long signal equivalent to
one frame is read from the solid-state imaging element 3. The
cycle of the vertical synchronous signal shown in FIG. 9(a) is
taken as, for example, one hundredth of a second, and the
signal read for one field from the solid-state imaging element
3 should be completed within one cycle of the vertical syn-
chronous signal. FIG. 11 shows the long signal read in the
frame read mode. As shown in FIG. 11, the read long signal...
becomes a signal with two colors of Ye and Cy for the first field, and a signal with two colors of G and Mg for the second field. The number of the lines in the vertical direction is a half of the number N of the photodiodes in the vertical direction for each field, and thus combining the two fields causes the N-line signal equivalent to one frame to be obtained. [0094] The performing the exposure and the signal read as described above allows two signals having different exposure times, that is, the short signal as one field image and the long signal as one frame image to be obtained. The short signal is a half in the number of horizontal lines of the long signal, so that the short signal has a small number of pixels than the long signal.

[0095] Then, the two signals with different exposure times obtained by the solid-state imaging element 3 are sent through the analog signal processing means 4, converted by the A/D converter means 5 to digital signals and stored for a time on the image memory 6.

[0096] The long signal and the short signal are read from the image memory 6. In reading the long signal from the image memory 6, the long signal should be sequentially read from the leading line when assumed as one frame image in a manner that the first line of the first field, the first line of the second field, followed by the second line of the first field are read. The long signal read from the image memory 6 is sent to the two horizontal line adder means 701. In the two horizontal line adder means 701, the long signals of the two upper/lower lines adjacent to each other when assumed as frame signals are added and mixed. This is because in synthesizing the long signal and the short signal, two signals when being of different signal types cannot be synthesized, so that the long signal is subject to the same processing as the pixel mixing on the vertical transfer CCD of the solid-state imaging element 3 by the two horizontal line adder means 701, while for the short signal, one field image is converted by the interpolation means 702 to one frame image.

[0097] FIG. 12(a) shows the long signal after the two upper/lower line signals adjacent to each other are added and mixed in the two horizontal line adder means 701; FIG. 12(b), the short signal before the interpolation processing; and FIG. 12(c), the short signal after the interpolation processing. As shown in FIGS. 12(a) and 12(c), the horizontal line addition processing for the long signal and the interpolation processing for the short signal causes the long signal and the short signal to be matched in the signal type with each other.

[0098] In the interpolation means 702, the field image shown in FIG. 12(b) is converted by the interpolation processing to the frame image shown in FIG. 12(c), which method will be explained hereinafter.

[0099] For example, when the horizontal line signal between the second line and the third line in FIG. 12(b) is determined, it is necessary to produce a horizontal line signal consisting of the signals Ye+G and Cy+Mg. At this time, the line consisting of the near most signals Ye+G and Cy+Mg are the second line and the fourth line, so that from both the lines, a line between the second line and the third line is determined by the interpolation processing. However, the spatial distances between the position at which the horizontal line signal is determined by the interpolation processing and the second line and the fourth line are not equidistant, so that the weighting becomes necessary according to the distance. Thus, the interpolation means 702 has a configuration such that of the three-line horizontal line signals inputted continuously, the upper/lower end lines except the center line are inputted into the multipliers 70203 and 70204, so that it is sufficient that the numbers to be multiplied in the multipliers 70203 and 70204 are ¼ and ¼, respectively, to be used for weighting, and the multiplied results are added in the adder 70205.

[0100] The numbers to be multiplied in the multipliers 70203 and 70204 are decided by the fact that the ratio in spatial distance between the position at which the horizontal line signal is determined by the interpolation processing and the second line and the fourth line is 1:3.

[0101] Similarly, when determining a horizontal line signal between the third line and the fourth line by the interpolation processing, it is necessary to produce the horizontal line signal consisting of Ye+Mg signal and Cy+G signal, and at this time, the lines consisting of Ye+Mg signal and Cy+G signal are the third line and the fifth line, so that weighting is performed according to the ratio in distance between both the lines, thereby allowing the line between the third line and the fourth line to be determined by the interpolation processing.

[0102] With the above-mentioned processing, a signal equivalent to one frame obtained through the interpolation processing from the long signal for one frame and the short signal for one field is produced.

[0103] Means for synthesizing the long signal and the short signal to synthesize a signal with an expanded dynamic range is the weighting adder means 703. In the weighting adder means 703, the synthesis coefficient k according to the signal level for each pixel of the long signal by the synthesis coefficient generation means 70301 shown in FIG. 7 is determined, and the long signal and the short signal which becomes one frame image by the interpolation processing and exists on the same spatial position on the screen are synthesized in one pixel units according to the synthesis coefficient k.

[0104] FIG. 13 is an example of a method of determining the synthesis coefficient k for each pixel from the signal level of the long signal in the synthesis coefficient generation means 70301. As shown in FIG. 13, two thresholds Th_min and Th_max are set for the long signal; when the long signal level is of the expression (1), that is, when the long signal level is Th_min or less and has no possibility of saturation, the synthesis coefficient k is taken as 0, while when the long signal level is of the expression (2), that is, when the long signal level is Th_max or more and the output of the solid-state imaging element is close to the saturation level, the synthesis coefficient k is taken as 1. The thresholds Th_min and Th_max are appropriately determined according to the saturation characteristics of the solid-state imaging element to be used and to the S/N.

\[
0 \leq \text{long signal level} \leq \text{Th}_{\text{min}} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{Th}_{\text{max}} \leq \text{long signal level} \quad (2)
\]

[0105] When the long signal level is of the expression (3), that is, when the long signal level is intermediate, as shown in FIG. 13, the synthesis coefficient k is decided by the linear equation of the equation (4).

\[
\text{Th}_{\text{min}} \leq \text{long signal level} < \text{Th}_{\text{max}} \quad (3)
\]

\[
k = (1/(\text{Th}_{\text{max}} - \text{Th}_{\text{min}})) \times (\text{long signal level} - \text{Th}_{\text{min}})/(\text{Th}_{\text{max}} - \text{Th}_{\text{min}}) \quad (4)
\]
Using the synthesis coefficient $k$ thus determined, the long signal and the short signal are synthesized by the equation (5) for each pixel. A signal obtained by synthesizing the long signal and the short signal is taken as a synthesis signal.

\[ \text{Synthesis signal} = (1-k) \times \text{long signal} + k \times \text{short signal} \times D \]  

(5)

For example, when determining a synthesis signal $(Y_e+M_g)M_{11}$ from a long signal $(Y_e+M_g)M_{11}$ shown in FIG. 14 and from a short signal $(Y_e+M_g)S_{11}$ having the same spatial position as the $(Y_e+M_g)M_{11}$, expressing the synthesis coefficient decided from the long signal as $k$, synthesis is performed by the equation (6).

\[ (Y_e+M_g)M_{11} = (1-k) \times (Y_e+M_g)M_{11} + k \times (Y_e+M_g)S_{11} \times D \]  

(6)

Other pixels of the synthesis signal, as with equation (6), are determined by the long signal and the short signal both of which exist on the same spatial position.

The constant $D$ by which the short signal is multiplied in the equations (5) and (6) is the ratio in the amount of exposed light of the long signal to the short signal (the ratio in the exposure time), and for example, expressing the amount of exposed light of the long signal (exposure time) as $T_L$, and the amount of exposed light of the shot signal (exposure time) as $T_S$, the constant $D$ is determined by the equation (7).

\[ D = \frac{T_L}{T_S} \]  

(7)

Using the long signal and the short signal in this manner, synthesizing a synthesis signal consisting of the long signal for the portion in which the signal level of the long signal is threshold $T_h$ or less, of the short signal for the portion in which signal level thereof is threshold $T_h$ or more, that is, the output of the solid-state imaging element 3 is near saturation (the portion in which the brightness of the picked up image is high, so that the signal would be broken if in normal condition), and of a signal for the intermediate brightness portion in which the long signal and the short signal are weighted and added allows the dynamic range of the picked up signal to be expanded.

However, of the synthesis signals whose dynamic range is expanded, the portion consisting of the long signal is originally one frame image signal, so that the image resolution is high. On the other hand, the portion consisting of the short signal is synthesized from one field image signal, so that the image resolution is lower than the portion consisting of the long signal. However, generally, it is unusual to develop a condition in which the signal level of the whole image becomes close to saturation, and even in such a condition, the amount of incident light is limited by stopping down the optical aperture, so that the signal level of the whole image becomes hardly a level close to saturation, and thus a condition in which the most of the picked up image is occupied by the portion consisting of the short signal can hardly occur practically. When an image is expressed by limited gradations, a high brightness portion, that is, a high signal level portion is often allocated with fewer gradations than a low/intermediate brightness portions. Hence, the degradation in the resolution of the portion consisting of the short signal is not so prominent, so that it is considered that synthesizing the long signal and the short signal even by the above-mentioned method causes a synthesis image with a resolution equivalent to the number of pixels of CCD to be obtained.

As described above, a signal synthesized by the signal synthesizer means 7 is subject to processes such as separating of brightness signal from color signal, noise removing, edge enhancing, gamma correcting, matrix operating, and encoding to a specific format in the digital signal processing means 8. The signal processing in the digital signal processing means 8 is not directly related to the object of the present invention, so that a detailed explanation will be omitted.

As described above, the above-mentioned solid-state imaging device controls the exposure of the solid-state imaging element 3 and the signal read mode, picks up the short-time exposure signal for one field and the long-time exposure signal for one frame, and synthesizes these signals, thereby allowing an image whose dynamic range is expanded while having a resolution equivalent to the number of pixels of CCD to be picked up. Further, the solid-state imaging element used with the present solid-state imaging device can use IT-CCD generally used in consumer solid-state imaging devices, so that the device can be configured at a low cost without using a plurality of solid-state imaging elements or a special solid-state imaging element.

In addition to a procedure in that the exposure of the short signal is taken as the first exposure and the exposure of the long signal is taken as the second exposure, and with these exposures, the read sequence of the charge accumulated on the photodiode is set as described above, there may be a procedure in that the exposure of the long signal is taken as the first exposure and the exposure of the short signal is taken as the second exposure, and the read sequence is made reverse.

THE ANOTHER MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

In contrast to Embodiment 1, other embodiments 2 through 8 will be explained hereinafter.

Embodiment 2

The solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 2 of the present invention is different from Embodiment 1 of the present invention shown in FIG. 1 in the configuration of the weighting adder means 704 in Embodiment 2 of the present invention. In the diagram, the numeral 70401 designates brightness signal extraction means for extracting a brightness signal component from the long signal passing through the two horizontal line adder means 701. The numeral 70402 designates synthesis coefficient generation means for generating a coefficient $k$ ($1 \geq k \geq 0$) according to the brightness signal level of the brightness component of the long signal through the brightness signal extraction means 70401 and giving $k$ value and $1-k$ value to multipliers 70403 and 70404. The multipliers 70403 and 70404 multiply the short signal through the interpolation means 702 and the long signal through the two horizontal line adder means 701 by $k$ value and $1-k$ value, the results being added to the adder 70405 to output.

FIG. 16 is a block diagram showing a configuration example of the brightness signal extraction means 70401. In the diagram, the numeral 70401 designates means for delaying by one pixel period the input signal. The numeral 704012 represents...
designates an adder for adding said image signal delayed in the one pixel delay means 704011 and said image signal inputted into the brightness signal extraction means 70401 to add two pixels adjacent in the horizontal direction to each other, thereby extracting only the low-pass component of the signal. The low-pass component of the signal extracted by the brightness signal extraction means 70401 is equivalent to the brightness signal of said image signal.

[0119] With respect to the solid-state imaging device of Embodiment 2 of the present invention configured as described above, the operation thereof will be explained hereinafter.

[0120] Unlike Embodiment 1 of the present invention, in Embodiment 2 of the present invention, the synthesis coefficient used in synthesizing the long signal and the short signal is decided according to the signal level of the brightness signal extracted from the long signal.

[0121] Hence, the brightness signal extraction means 70401 as means for extracting the brightness signal from the long signal is provided in the weighting adder means 704.

[0122] In the brightness signal extraction means 70401, of the outputs of the two horizontal line adder means 701, two pixel signals adjacent in the horizontal direction to each other are sequentially added, whereby the brightness component of the long signal (hereinafter called the long brightness signal) is extracted on the basis of the following equation (8).

\[
\text{Brightness component}(\text{brightness signal}) = (\text{CY} + \text{MG}) / 2
\]  

\[(8)\]

[0123] For example, when determining the long brightness signal YL.11 from the long signal (Ye+Mg) L.11 and the long signal (Cy+G) L.12, (Ye+Mg) L.11 and (Cy+G) L.12 are added. Similarly, when determining the long brightness signal YL.12, (Cy+G) L.12 and (Ye+Mg) L.13 are added.

[0124] A method of deciding a synthesis coefficient on the basis of the brightness signal extracted from the long signal (long brightness signal) will be explained hereinafter.

[0125] FIG. 18 is an example of a method of determining the synthesis coefficient k for each pixel from the signal level of the long brightness signal in the synthesis coefficient generation means 70402. As shown in FIG. 18, two thresholds Th.min' and Th.max' are set for the long brightness signal level; when the long brightness signal level is of the expression (9), that is, when the brightness level of a subject is as low as Th.min' or less, the synthesis coefficient k is taken as 0, while when the long brightness signal level is of the expression (10), that is, when the brightness level of a subject is as high as Th.max' or more, the synthesis coefficient k is taken as 1. The thresholds Th.min' and Th.max' are appropriately determined according to the saturation characteristics of the solid-state imaging element to be used and to the S/N.

\[0 \leq \text{long brightness signal level} \leq \text{Th.min}'\]  

\[\text{Th.max}' \leq \text{long brightness signal level}\]  

\[(9)\]  

\[(10)\]

[0126] When the long brightness signal level is of the expression (11), that is, when the brightness is intermediate between low brightness and high brightness, as shown in FIG. 18, the synthesis coefficient k is decided by the linear equation of the equation (12).

\[\text{Th.min}' < \text{long brightness signal level} < \text{Th.max}’\]  

\[(11)\]

[0127] Using the synthesis coefficient k thus determined, the long signal and the short signal are synthesized by the equation (5) for each pixel. A signal obtained by synthesizing the long signal and the short signal is taken as a synthesis signal.

[0128] For example, when determining a synthesis signal (Ye+Mg) M11 from a long signal (Ye+Mg) L.11 shown in FIG. 19 and from a short signal (Ye+Mg) S11 having the same spatial position as the (Ye+Mg) L.11, on the basis of a synthesis coefficient (taken as ky11) decided from the long brightness signal YL.11 having the same spatial position as these two signals, synthesis is performed by the equation (13).

\[\text{(Ye+Mg)} M_{11} = (1-k_{y11}) \times \text{(Ye+Mg)} L_{11} + k_{y11} \times \text{(Ye+Mg)} S_{11}\]  

\[(13)\]

[0129] Other pixels of the synthesis signal, as with equation (13), are determined from the long signal and the short signal both of which exist on the same spatial position.

[0130] The constant D by which the short signal is multiplied in the equation (13) is the ratio in the amount of exposed light of the long signal to the short signal (the ratio in the exposure time), as with Embodiment 1 of the present invention, is determined by the equation (7).

[0131] Using the long signal and the short signal in this manner, synthesizing a synthesis signal consisting of the long signal for the low brightness portion, of the short signal for the high brightness portion, and of a signal for the intermediate brightness portion between the low brightness portion and the high brightness portion in which the long signal and the short signal are weighted and added allows the dynamic range of the picked up image signal to be expanded.

[0132] The brightness signal can be said as a low frequency component extracted from the long signal, so that when determining a synthesis coefficient on the basis of the brightness signal, an effect of the noise component in the long signal on the synthesis coefficient decision can be reduced.

[0133] As described above, the solid-state imaging device of Embodiment 2 of the present invention also controls the exposure of the solid-state imaging element 3 and the signal read mode, picks up the short-time exposure signal for one field and the long-time exposure signal for one frame, and synthesizes these signals, thereby allowing an image whose dynamic range is expanded while having a resolution equivalent to the number of pixels of CCD to be picked up. Further, the solid-state imaging element used with the present solid-state imaging device can use IT-CCD generally used in consumer solid-state imaging devices, so that the device can be configured at a low cost without using a plurality of solid-state imaging elements or a special solid-state imaging element.

Embodiment 3

[0134] FIG. 20 is a block diagram of the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 3 of the present invention. In the diagram, the function/operation of the optical lens 1, the mechanical shutter 2 also used for the optical aperture, the solid-state imaging element 3, the analog signal processing means 4, the A/D converter means 5, the image memory 6, the
shutter drive means 9, the solid-state imaging element drive means 10, the two horizontal line adder means 701, the brightness signal extraction means 70401, and the interpolation means 702 is similar to Embodiments 1 and 2 of the present invention, so that the same numerals as in FIGS. 1 through 19 are assigned to them, and thus the explanation will be omitted.

[0135] Explaining the components other than described above in the block diagram shown in FIG. 20, the numeral 12 designates a brightness signal interpolation means for applying the interpolation process to the output of the brightness signal extraction means 70401, and the brightness signal synthesizer means 13 synthesizes the outputs of brightness signal extraction means 70401 and the brightness signal interpolation means 12. The brightness signal input into the brightness signal interpolation means 12 is extracted from the short signal, so that the brightness signal is called the short bright signal, while the brightness signal extracted from the long signal is called the long brightness signal. Thus, the signal input from the brightness signal extraction means 70401 into directly the brightness signal synthesizer means 13 becomes the long brightness signal, while the signal input from the brightness signal interpolation means 12 into the brightness signal synthesizer means 13 becomes the signal of the short brightness signal after being interpolated.

[0136] A signal synthesizer means 14 synthesizes the outputs of the two line adder means 701 and the interpolation means 702. One-line memories 15, 16, 17 and 18 are delay means for one horizontal synchronous period required in synchronizing the output of the signal synthesizer means 14, and from the horizontal line signal having the total five lines consisting of the four line output of the one-line memories 15, 16, 17 and 18 and of one-line output of the signal synthesizer means 14, a signal having a red (R) component and a blue (B) component both on the same spatial position is obtained by synchronization means 19.

[0137] A signal having the brightness signal obtained by the brightness signal synthesizer means 13, and the signal with the red (R) component and the signal with the blue (B) component obtained by the synchronization means 19 is subject to processings such as noise removing, edge enhancing, matrix operating, and encoding to a specific format in a digital signal processing means 20. The operation mode and operation timing of all of the above-mentioned components including these means should be controlled integrally by a system control means 21.

[0138] FIG. 21 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the brightness signal interpolation means 12. In the diagram, the numeral 1201 is a one-line memory which is means of delaying by one horizontal synchronous period the one line portion of said image signal outputted from the brightness signal extraction means 70401. The numerals 1201 and 1203 designate amplifier means for multiplying the input through the one-line memory 1201 and the signal inputted through the brightness signal extraction means 70401 into the brightness signal interpolation means 12 by a certain gain. The numeral 1204 designates an adder for adding the signals multiplied by the gain at the amplifier means 1202 and 1203.

[0139] FIG. 22 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the brightness signal synthesizer means 13. In the diagram, the numeral 1301 designates synthesis coefficient generation means for generating a coefficient k (1∈K∈0) according to the signal level for each pixel of the long brightness signals through the brightness signal extraction means 70401 and giving k value and 1−k value to multipliers 1302 and 1303. The multipliers 1302 and 1303 multiply the short brightness signal and the long brightness signal through the two horizontal line adder means 701 by k value and 1−k value, the results being added to the adder 70304 to output.

[0140] FIG. 23 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the signal synthesizer means 14. In the diagram, the numerals 1401 and 1402 designate multipliers for multiplying the short signal and the long signal after the two horizontal line addition by coefficients k and 1−k supplied from the brightness signal synthesizer means 13. The results are added to the adder 1403 to output.

[0141] FIG. 24 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the synchronizer means 19. In the diagram, the numeral 1901 designates a selector for selecting three signals among inputted signals and outputting them to outputs A, B and C; and the numerals 1902 and 1903 designate amplifiers for multiplying the signals outputted from the outputs B and C by a constant, the signals after amplified being added by an adder 1904. The numeral 1905 designates a selector for dividing the output A of the selector 1901 and the output of the adder 1904 among the outputs D and E. The selection of the output destination of the signals by the selectors 1901 and 1905 is divided by the color component of the signal as described later.

[0142] With respect to the solid-state imaging device of Embodiment 3 of the present invention configured as described above, the operation thereof will be explained hereinafter.

[0143] The third embodiment of the present invention is the same as Embodiments 1 and 2 of the present invention in that two images of the short-time exposure signal (the short signal) and the long-time exposure signal (the long signal) are picked up to be synthesized, thereby picking up an image with an expanded dynamic range. However, Embodiment 3 of the present invention is wherein individually for the brightness signal and for the signal later processed as a color signal, the short-time exposure signal (the short signal) and the long-time exposure signal (the long signal) are synthesized.

[0144] Hence, in Embodiment 3 of the present invention, as with Embodiment 1 of the present invention, for the long signal read from the image memory 6 when assumed as frame signal, in the two horizontal line adder means 701, the long signals of the two upper/lower lines adjacent to each other are sequentially added and mixed. This is a step to match the long signal with the fact that the short signals are image mixed on the vertical transfer CCD of the solid-state imaging device of Embodiment 3.

[0145] In the brightness signal extraction means 70401, as with Embodiment 2 of the present invention, of the outputs of the two horizontal line adder means 701, two pixel signals adjacent in the horizontal direction to each other are sequentially added, whereby the brightness component of the long signal (hereinafter, called the long brightness signal) is extracted on the basis of the equation (8).

[0146] For example, when determining the long brightness signal Y1,1 from the long signal Y1, Li and the long signal (Y1+M1) Li and the long signal (Y1+G1)L1,2. (Y1+M1)L1,1 and (Y1+G1)L1,2 are added. Similarly, when determining the long brightness signal (Y1+G1)L1,1,2 and (Y1+M1)L1,3 are added.

[0147] Then, for the short signal read from the image memory 6, first the brightness signal is determined at the brightness signal extraction means 70401, as with the long signal.
FIG. 25 shows the long brightness signal; and FIG. 26 shows the short brightness signal.

As shown in FIG. 26, the short signal was one-field signal, so that the short brightness signal also naturally is one-field brightness signal. Thus, a means for converting the one-field short brightness signal to one-frame signal to make the short brightness signal identical in the signal type to the long brightness signal is the brightness signal interpolation means 12.

More specifically, the brightness signal interpolation means 12 determines an addition mean value of the two continuous lines by setting the gain multiplied in the amplifier means 1202 and 1203 at 0.5 and takes it as an interpolation signal. FIG. 27 shows the short brightness signal after the interpolation processing.

With the above-mentioned processing, the brightness signal obtained from one-frame long signal (the long brightness signal) and the brightness signal equivalent to one frame obtained through the interpolation processing from one-field short signal (the short brightness signal) are obtained. The reason that one-frame short brightness signal is synthesized from one-field short brightness signal in this manner is that in synthesizing the short signal and the long signal to expand the dynamic range, when the short signal is still one-field signal, the horizontal line is short, so that the short signal cannot be synthesized with the long signal as the one-frame signal.

A means for synthesizing the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal to synthesize the brightness signal with an expanded dynamic range is the brightness signal synthesizer means 13. In brightness signal synthesizer means 13, the synthesis coefficient k according to the signal level for each pixel of the long signal by the synthesis coefficient generation means 1301 shown in FIG. 22 is determined, and the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal which exists on the same spatial position on the screen are synthesized in one pixel units according to the synthesis coefficient k.

As one example of a method of determining the synthesis coefficient k for each pixel from the signal level of the long brightness signal, the same method as embodiment 2 of the present invention is considered, so that the explanation thereof will be omitted.

Using the synthesis coefficient k thus determined, the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal are synthesized for each pixel by the equation (14). A signal obtained by synthesizing the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal is taken as the synthesis brightness signal.

\[
\text{Synthesis brightness signal} = (1 - k) \times \text{long brightness signal} + k \times \text{short brightness signal} \times D
\]

For example, when determining a synthesis brightness signal YM11 from a long brightness signal YL11 shown in FIG. 28 and from a short brightness signal YS11 having the same spatial position as the YL11, a synthesis coefficient decided from the long brightness signal YL11 is taken as kill, whereby synthesization is performed by the equation (15). YM11 = (1-k) × YL11 + k × YS11 × D

Other pixels of the synthesis brightness signal, as with the equation (15), are determined from the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal both of which exist on the same spatial position.

The constant D by which the short brightness signal is multiplied in the equations (14) and (15) is the ratio in the amount of exposed light of the long signal to the short signal (the ratio in the exposure time), as with embodiment 1 of the present invention, and is determined by the equation (7).

Using the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal in this manner, synthesizing a synthesis brightness signal consisting of the long signal for the low brightness portion, of the short brightness signal for the high brightness portion, and of a signal for the intermediate brightness portion between the low brightness portion and the high brightness portion in which the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal are weighted and added allows the dynamic range of the picked up image brightness signal to be expanded.

However, of the synthesis signals whose dynamic range is expanded, the portion consisting of the long brightness signal is originally one frame image signal, so that the image resolution is high. On the other hand, the portion consisting of the short brightness signal is synthesized from one field image signal, so that the image resolution is lower than the portion consisting of the long brightness signal. However, generally, it is unusual to develop a condition in which the whole image becomes high in brightness, and even in such a condition, the amount of incident light is limited by stopping down the optical aperture, so that the signal level of the whole image becomes hardly high in brightness, and thus a condition in which the most of the picked up image is occupied by the portion consisting of the short brightness signal can hardly occur practically. When an image is expressed by limited gradations, a high brightness portion is allocated with fewer gradations than a low/intermediate brightness portions. Hence, the degradation in the resolution of the portion consisting of the short brightness signal is not so prominent, so that it is considered that synthesizing the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal even by the above-mentioned method causes a synthesis image with a resolution equivalent to the number of pixels of CCD to be obtained.

The above-mentioned description is for the contents of the processing related to the dynamic range expansion by the brightness signal synthesization. The processing related to the color signal will be explained hereinafter.

The short signal read from the image memory 6, and the long signal to which the upper/lower lines adjacent to each other are added in the two horizontal line adder means 70 are subject to a synthesis processing in the signal synthesizer means 14 to expand the dynamic range of the color signal.

The short signal, which is one field signal, is different in the signal type from the long signal. Thus, as with embodiment 1 of the present invention, the one field image is converted by the interpolation means 702 to the one frame image.

The long signal after being subject to the addition and mixing of the upper/lower lines adjacent to each other in the two horizontal line adder means 701, and the short signal having been subject to the interpolation processing in the interpolation means 702 are as shown in FIGS. 12(a) and 12(b), and as with embodiment 1 of the present invention, the two horizontal line addition processing for the long signal and
the interpolation processing for the short signal causes the long signal and the short signal to be matched in the signal type with each other.

[0164] The synthesis of the long signal and short signal inputted into the signal synthesizer means 14, as with Embodiment 2 of the present invention, is performed for each pixel by the synthesis coefficient k used when the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal are synthesized both of which are matched spatially in the position with the long signal and short signal inputted into the signal synthesizer means 14, and by D determined by the equation (7). A signal synthesized in the signal synthesizer means 14 is called the synthesis signal.

[0165] The above-mentioned description is for the synthesis processing to expand the dynamic range of the color signal.

[0166] The synthesis signal determined by the signal synthesizer means 14 has a configuration in which a line on which the pixels of Ye+Mg and Cy+G are arranged in the horizontal direction and a line on which Ye+G and Cy+Mg are arranged in the horizontal direction are repeated in vertical direction at two line cycles, so that expressing red, green and blue of three primary colors as R, G, and B, respectively, there are obtained a color signal as 2R–G having R component by the equation (16) from the line on which the pixels of Ye+Mg and Cy+G are arranged, and a color signal as 2B–G having B component by the equation (17) from the line on which Ye+G and Cy+Mg are arranged.

(16) \((Ye+Mg)-(Cy+G)=2R-G\)

(17) \((Cy+Mg)-(Ye+G)=2B-G\)

[0167] This is the so-called color difference line sequence, so that there is obtained only the color signal of one of either 2R–G having R component or 2B–G having B component for one horizontal line signal. Thus, to obtain a signal having both R component and B component for one horizontal line signal, a synchronization processing is performed by the line memories 15, 16, 17, 18 and the synchronization means 19.

[0168] Hereinafter, there will be explained concrete contents of the synchronization processing by the line memories 15, 16, 17, 18 and the synchronization means 19. Inputted into the synchronization means 19 is the horizontal line signal of five lines continuing from the signal synthesizer means 14 and the line memories 15, 16, 17, 18. With a signal synthesized in the signal synthesizer means 14 taken as the synthesis signal in FIG. 29(a), suppose that the signal of five lines inputted into the synchronization means 19 is a signal of the third line through the seventh line shown in FIG. 29(b). At this time, assuming that a subject of the synchronization processing is a horizontal line signal located on the center of inputted five lines, when the horizontal line signal of the fifth line of FIG. 29(b) is attempted to be subject to the synchronization processing, the fifth line is a signal corresponding to 2R–G having R component, so that it is sufficient to produce 2B–G having B component by the interpolation processing from peripheral horizontal line signals. Thus, in the synchronization means 19 shown in FIG. 24, the selector 1901 outputs the signal of the fifth line to the output A, and the signals corresponding to 2B–G of the third line and the seventh line to the output B and the output C. Taking a gain multiplied in the adder means 1902, 1903 as 0.5, adding the multiplied results in the adder 1904 causes mean addition results of the third line and the seventh line to be obtained. The mean addition results and the signal of the fifth line as the output of the output A of the selector 1901 are inputted into the selector 1905, where an output destination is selected, and the horizontal line signal of the fifth line corresponding to 2R–G is outputted to the output D, while the mean addition results of the third line and the seventh line corresponding to 2R–G are outputted to the output E. Such an operation allows the signal corresponding to 2R–G having R component, and the signal corresponding to 2B–G having B component to be obtained at a spatial position at which the fifth line exists. Similarly, for example, when with the signal of the fifth line through the ninth line inputted into the synchronization means 19, the horizontal line signal of the seventh line is attempted to be subject to the synchronization processing, the seventh line is a signal corresponding to 2B–G having B component, so that it is sufficient to produce 2R–G having R component by the interpolation processing from peripheral horizontal line signals. Thus, in the synchronization means 19 shown in FIG. 24, the selector 1901 outputs the signal of the seventh line to the output A, and the signals corresponding to 2R–G of the fifth line and the ninth line to the output B and the output C. Taking a gain multiplied in the adder means 1902, 1903 as 0.5, adding the multiplied results in the adder 1904 causes mean addition results of the fifth line and the ninth line to be determined. The mean addition results and the signal of the seventh line as the output of the output A of the selector 1901 are inputted into the selector 1905, where an output destination is selected, and the horizontal line signal of the seventh line corresponding to 2B–G is outputted to the output E, while the mean addition results of the fifth line and the ninth line corresponding to 2R–G are outputted to the output D. Such an operation allows the signal corresponding to 2R–G having R component, and the signal corresponding to 2B–G having B component to be obtained at a spatial position at which the seventh line exists. The selection of the input/output signal and the like should be performed automatically or by the control of the system control means 21, so that the above-mentioned processing is performed according to the input signal in the synchronization means 19.

[0169] As described above, a synthesis brightness signal synthesized by the signal synthesizer means 13, and the signal corresponding to 2R–G having R component and the signal corresponding to 2B–G having B component obtained in the synchronization means 19 are subject to processings such as noise removing, edge enhancing, gamma correcting, matrix operating, and encoding to a specific format in the digital signal processing means 20. The signal processing in the digital signal processing means 20 is not directly related to the object of the present invention, so that a detailed explanation will be omitted.

[0170] As described above, the solid-state imaging device of Embodiment 3 of the present invention controls the exposure of the solid-state imaging element 3 and the signal read mode, picks up the short-time exposure signal for one field and the long-time exposure signal for one frame, and synthesizes these signals, thereby allowing an image whose dynamic range is expanded while having a resolution equivalent to the number of pixels of CCD to be picked up. Further, the solid-state imaging element used with the present solid-state imaging device can use IT-CCD generally used in consumer solid-state imaging devices, so that the device can be configured at a low cost without using a plurality of solid-state imaging elements or a special solid-state imaging element.

(3) Embodiment 4

[0171] Major different points of the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 4 of the present invention from
Embodiment 3 of the present invention as shown in FIG. 20 exist in that, added to the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 4 of the present invention is means 22 of thinning out the output of the two horizontal line adder means 70401, in connection with which the interpolation means 702 and one-line memories 17, 18 are eliminated, and the configuration/function of the signal synthesizer means, the synchronizer means, the digital signal processing means, and the system control means are different from those in Embodiment 3 (in the embodiment of the present invention, they are numbered as the signal synthesizer means 23, the synchronizer means 24, the digital signal processing means 25, and the system control means 26 to distinguish). The explanation of the processing contents as with Embodiment 3 of the present invention will be omitted, and only the parts different from Embodiment 3 of the present invention will be explained hereinafter. FIG. 30 is a block diagram of the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 4 of the present invention. In the diagram, the thinning out means 22 thins the horizontal line signal out of the output of the two horizontal line adder means 701, and converts one-frame signal to one-frame signal. The signal synthesizer means 23 synthesizes the outputs of the thinning out means 22 and the image memory 6 on the basis of the synthesis coefficient k determined at the brightness signal synthesizer means 13. The synchronizer means 24 processes synchronously the output of the signal synthesizer means 23.

The brightness signal obtained by the brightness signal synthesizer means 13, the signal having red (R) component obtained by the synchronizer means 24, and the signal having blue (B) component are subject to processings such as noise removing, edge enhancing, matrix operating, and encoding to a specific format in the digital signal processing means 25. The operation mode and operation timing of all of the above-mentioned components including these means should be controlled integrally by the system control means 26.

FIG. 31 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the synchronizer means 24. The numerals 2401, 2402 designate amplifier means for multiplying the signals passing through the signal synthesizer means 23 and the one-line memory 16 by a constant, the signals after amplified being added by an adder 2403. The numeral 2404 designates a selector for dividing the output of the one-line memory 15 and the output of the adder 2403 among the outputs D and E. The selection of the output destination of the signals by the selector 2404 should be divided by the color component of the signal as described later. With respect to the solid-state imaging device of Embodiment 4 of the present invention configured as described above, the operation thereof will be explained hereinafter.

As described in Embodiment 3 of the present invention, the output of the two horizontal line adder means 701 is the long signal as one-frame signal. However, the short signal stored in the image memory 6 is one-field image, so that when the signal is still in this condition, the long signal and the short signal cannot be synthesized in the signal synthesizer means 23. Thus, in Embodiment 4 of the present invention, the short signal was converted by the interpolation processing to one-frame signal.

In Embodiment 4 of the present invention, utilizing the fact that even when the color signal does not have the amount of information to the same extent as the brightness signal, there is no problem in the image quality, on the contrary to Embodiment 3 of the present invention, the long signal as one-frame signal is subject to the thinning out processing in the vertical direction, whereby the long signal is converted to one-field image, which is synthesized with the short signal in synchronizer means 24. More specifically, the even number lines of the long signal after two lines addition as shown in FIG. 12(a) are thinned out by the thinning out means 22, whereby the long signal inputted into the signal synthesizer means 23 is converted to the one-field image. The long signal after thinning out exhibits the same type as the short signal as shown in FIG. 12(b).

The synthesis of the long signal as one-field signal and short signal inputted into the signal synthesizer means 23, as with Embodiment 3 of the present invention, is performed for each pixel by the synthesis coefficient k used when the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal are synthesized both of which are matched spatially in the position with the long signal and short signal, and by D determined by the equation (7). A signal synthesized in the signal synthesizer means 23 is called the synthesis signal.

Then, although the synchronization processing is performed in the synchronizer means 24, unlike Embodiment 3 of the present invention, the synthesis signal is one-field signal, so that the signal inputted into the synchronizer means 24 may be, for example, of three lines from the second line to the fourth line as shown in FIG. 32. From the signal of three lines, as with Embodiment 3 of the present invention, there can be obtained the signal corresponding to 2R-G having R component, and the signal corresponding to 2B-G having B component. For example, to obtain the signal corresponding to 2R-G having R component, and the signal corresponding to 2B-G having B component, it is sufficient the signals of the second line and the fourth line are added and averaged to synthesize a signal corresponding to 2B-G.

The two signals obtained by the synchronizer means 24 are processed in the digital signal processing means 25 in the same manner as Embodiment 3 of the present invention, while in Embodiment 4 of the present invention, the synthesis signal synthesized in the signal synthesizer means 23 is one-field signal, so that it is needless to say that the synthesis signal is converted to a frame image in the digital signal processing means 25 if required.

As described above, the solid-state imaging device of Embodiment 4 of the present invention, as with Embodiment 3 of the present invention, also controls the exposure of the solid-state imaging element 3 and the signal read mode, picks up the short-time exposure signal for one field and the long-time exposure signal for one frame, and synthesizes these signals, thereby allowing an image whose dynamic range is expanded while having a resolution equivalent to the number of pixels of the solid-state imaging element to be picked up. Further, Embodiment 4 of the present invention processes the color signal as a field signal, thereby allowing the number of required one-line memories to be reduced and the device to be configured at a lower cost.

In Embodiment 1 of the present invention, the short signal is taken as a one-field image read in the field read mode, but is not limited to such a configuration, and for example, a configuration is considered in which the signal is read by thinning out the horizontal line signal in the vertical direction. By way of example, a configuration is considered in which when the short signal is read from the solid-state imaging element 3 as shown in FIG. 33, one-line signal is read for each three lines in the vertical direction. In this case, the short
signal is read without mixing of charges accumulated on the two upper/lower photodiodes in the solid-state imaging element, thereby making the two horizontal line addition processing unnecessary. In the interpolation processing by the interpolation means 702 shown in FIG. 4, it is necessary to perform the interpolation processing in a manner to match the number of horizontal lines of the short signal with the long signal. That is, in the interpolation means 702, a horizontal line signal for two lines is produced by the interpolation processing between horizontal line signals of the short signal. This causes the short signal and the long signal to have the same signal type, thereby allowing both signals to be synthesized by the weighting addition means 703 shown in FIG. 4. In this case, the synthesis coefficient k may be determined from the signal level of each pixel of the long signal to which the two upper/lower lines are not added, by a method, for example, that shown in FIG. 13. When the short signal is read by thinning out the horizontal line signal in this manner, the two horizontal line addition processing for the long signal is described to be unnecessary, but the processing is not limited to such a configuration, and a configuration is also considered in which the long signal and the short signal are subject to the two horizontal line addition processing and then to the synthesis processing.

In Embodiment 1 of the present invention, the two signals having a different amount of exposure are taken as the short signal as one-field signal and as the long signal as one-frame image, but are not limited to such a configuration, and may be taken as the long signal as one-field signal and as the short signal as one-frame image depending on the application of the solid-state imaging element. In this case, it is sufficient to provide a configuration in which as shown in FIG. 34, the long signal is subject to the interpolation processing in the vertical direction by the interpolation means 702, while the short signal is subject to the addition of the two upper/lower lines adjacent to each other by the two horizontal line addition means 701, and in which the synthesis coefficient used in the weighting addition means 703 is determined from the long signal after the interpolation processing. A configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient is determined from the long signal before the interpolation processing, in which case, it is sufficient that the corresponding long signal does not exist on the even-number lines of the short signal as shown in FIG. 34(a), and thus the synthesis coefficient k cannot be determined, so that the synthesis coefficient in the position of the even-number lines of the short signal is determined from the synthesis coefficient determined from the horizontal line of the long signal existing on the same position as the upper/lower lines of the even-number lines of the short signal. In this manner, the synthesis coefficient is determined from the long signal as one-field image and the short signal as one-frame image, thereby allowing an expanded dynamic range image with a high resolution at a high-brightness part to be picked up.

In Embodiments 1 and 2 of the present invention, the interpolation means 702 uses two one-line memories and performs the interpolation processing from the signal for two horizontal lines, but is not limited to such configuration, and for example, a configuration is also considered in which the means uses a large number of one-line memories and performs the interpolation processing by a high-rank interpolation processing from a large number of horizontal line signals. A configuration is also considered in which outputting repeatedly twice the one-horizontal lines inputted as shown in FIG. 35 causes the number of horizontal lines to become double, that is, the so-called previous-value interpolation to be performed.

In Embodiment 1 of the present invention, in the signal synthesizer means 7, the synthesis coefficient k for synthesizing the long signal and the short signal is determined for each pixel of the long signal, but the means is not limited to such a configuration, and for example, a configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient k is determined for each pixel from the mean value, minimum value, maximum value or intermediate value of the signal level of a plurality of pixels, or in which of the values of k is determined for each pixel, the mean value, minimum value, maximum value or intermediate value of k determined from a plurality of pixels is taken as the synthesis coefficient for each pixel.

In Embodiment 1 of the present invention, in the signal synthesizer means 7, a configuration is also considered in which a synthesis coefficient for a block consisting of a plurality of pixels is determined to perform synchronization. For example, in FIG. 36, when the long signal (Ye+Mg)11 and (Cy+G)12, and the long signal (Ye+Mg)13 and (Cy+G)14 are taken as one block, respectively, while the short signal (Ye+Mg)S11 and (Cy+G)S12, and the short signal (Ye+Mg)S13 and (Cy+G)S14 existing on the same position as the long signals are taken as one block, respectively, it is possible to determine a synthesis coefficient for each block in two pixel units and perform synchronization. At this time, for example, the synthesis of the block consisting of the long signal (Ye+Mg)11 and (Cy+G)12 and the block consisting of the short signal (Ye+Mg)S11 and (Cy+G)S12 is performed, when the synthesis coefficient of these blocks is taken as k11, as in the equation (18), respectively. (Ye+Mg)M11, (Cy+G)M12 are signals after the synthesis

\[ (Ye+Mg)M1:= (1-kb11)(Ye+Mg)11 + kb11(Ye+Mg) \]

\[ (Cy+G)M2 := (1-kb11)(Cy+G)12 + kb11(Cy+G) \]

In this case, it is sufficient that k determined by the method shown in FIG. 13 from either the signal level of the long signal (for example, (Ye+Mg)11 and (Cy+G)12) included in the block, or at least one of the mean value, minimum value, maximum value and intermediate value of the long signal (for example, (Ye+Mg)11 and (Cy+G)12) included in the block is taken as the synthesis coefficient k11 of the block. A configuration is also considered in which one of the mean value, minimum value, maximum value and intermediate value of the k values (for example, k1, k2 in FIG. 36) for each pixel determined by the method shown in FIG. 13 from each signal level of the long signal included in the block is taken as the synthesis coefficient k11 of the block. It is needless to say that the number of pixels in the block is not limited to two pixels.

In Embodiment 1 of the present invention, in the signal synthesizer means 7, a configuration is also considered in which a block consisting of a plurality of pixels is provided, and a synthesis coefficient determined by the method shown in FIG. 13 from the signal level of the long signal existing on a specific position within the block, for example the central position of the block is used for the synthesis processing of each pixel in the block. In this case, it is unnecessary to determine the synthesis coefficient for each pixel, thereby allowing the processing to be simplified. The position of the
A configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient $k$ is determined not from the short signal converted to a frame image, but from the short signal as a field image. In this case, as can be seen from Fig. 12, the short signal corresponding to the even number line of the long signal does not exist, so that the synthesis coefficient cannot be determined when the short signal is still in that condition. In this case, it is sufficient that the synthesis coefficient on the position corresponding to the even number line of the long signal is determined from the peripheral short signal or the peripheral synthesis coefficient.

In Embodiment 1 of the present invention, an example of a method of determining the synthesis coefficient $k$ from the signal level is shown in Fig. 13, but the method of determining the synthesis coefficient $k$ is not limited to such a method, and for example, a method is considered in which $k$ is non-linearly determined depending on the brightness level as shown, for example, in Fig. 37.

In Embodiment 2 of the present invention, the short signal is taken as a one-field image read in the field read mode, but is not limited to such a configuration, and for example, a configuration is considered in which the signal is read by thinning out the horizontal line signal in the vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 33 by way of example. In this case, the short signal read without mixing of charges accumulated on the two upper/lower photodiodes in the solid-state imaging element, thereby making the two horizontal line addition processing unnecessary. In the interpolation processing by the interpolation means 702 shown in Fig. 4, it is necessary to perform the interpolation processing in a manner to match the number of horizontal lines of the signal with the long signal. That is, in the interpolation means 702, a horizontal line signal for two lines is produced by the interpolation processing between horizontal line signals of the short signal. This causes the short signal and the long signal to have the same signal type, thereby allowing both the signals to be synthesized by the weighting addition means 703 shown in Fig. 4. However, the long signal to which the two upper/lower lines are not added, is supplied to the brightness signal extraction means 70401, so that it is necessary to add newly the two horizontal line addition processing for extracting the brightness signal to the means. Or, it is necessary to provide the same means as the two line addition means 701 on the pre-step of the brightness signal extraction means 70401 so that the long signal to which the two upper/lower lines are added is supplied to the brightness signal extraction means 70401. When the short signal is read by thinning out the horizontal line signal in this manner, the two horizontal line addition processing for the long signal is described to be unnecessary, but the processing is not limited to such a configuration, and a configuration is also considered in which the long signal and the short signal are subject to the two horizontal line addition processing and then to the synthesis processing.

In Embodiment 2 of the present invention, the two signals having a different amount of exposure are taken as the short signal as one-field signal and as the long signal as one-frame image, but are not limited to such a configuration, and may be taken as the long signal as one-field signal and as the short signal as one-frame image depending on the application of the solid-state imaging element. In this case, it is possible to provide a configuration in which the long signal and the short signal are taken as one-field signal and as the long signal as one-frame image depending on the application of the solid-state imaging element.

In Embodiment 1 of the present invention, as shown in Fig. 34, the long signal is subject to the interpolation processing in the vertical direction by the interpolation means 702, while the short signal is subject to the addition of the two upper/lower lines adjacent to each other by the two horizontal line addition means 701, and in which the synthesis coefficient used in the weighting addition means 703 is determined from the long signal after the interpolation processing. A configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient is determined from the long signal before the interpolation processing, in which case, it is sufficient that the corresponding long signal does not exist on the even-number lines of the short signal as shown in Fig. 34(a), and the synthesis coefficient of the long signal as one-frame image, and the short signal as one-frame image, is thereby allowing an expanded dynamic range image with a high resolution at a high-brightness portion to be picked up.

In Embodiment 2 of the present invention, the signal synthesizer means 7, the synthesis coefficient $k$ for synthesizing the long signal and the short signal is determined for each pixel of the long brightness signal, but the means is not limited to such a configuration, and for example, a configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient $k$ is determined for each pixel from the mean value, minimum value, maximum value or intermediate value of the brightness signal level of a plurality of pixels, or in which of the values of $k$ determined for each pixel, the mean value, minimum value, maximum value or intermediate value of $k$ determined from a plurality of pixels is taken as the synthesis coefficient for each pixel.

In Embodiment 2 of the present invention, in which a synthesis coefficient for a block consisting of a plurality of pixels is determined to perform synthesisization. For example, in Fig. 38, when the long signal $(Ye+Mg)@L11$ and $(Cy+G)@L12$, and the long signal $(Ye+Mg)@L13$ and $(Cy+G)@L14$ are taken as one block, respectively, while the short signal $(Ye+Mg)@S11$ and $(Cy+G)@S12$, and the short signal $(Ye+Mg)@S13$ and $(Cy+G)@S14$ existing on the same position as the long signals are taken as one block, respectively, it is possible to determine a synthesis coefficient for each block in two pixel units and perform synthesisization. At this time, for example, the synthesis of the block consisting of the long signal $(Ye+Mg)@L11$ and $(Cy+G)@L12$ and the block consisting of the short signal $(Ye+Mg)@S11$ and $(Cy+G)@S12$ is performed, when the synthesis coefficient of these blocks is taken as $kb11$, as in the equation (18), respectively. In this case, it is sufficient that $k$ determined by the method shown in Fig. 18 from either the signal level of the long brightness signal (for example, $(Ye+Mg)@L11$ and $(Cy+G)@L12$ corresponding to the block, or at least one of the mean value, minimum value, maximum value and intermediate value of the brightness signal (for example, $Y11$ and $Y12$ in Fig. 38) corresponding to the block is taken as the synthesis coefficient.
coefficient $k_{b11}$ of the block. A configuration is also considered in which one of the mean value, minimum value, maximum value and intermediate value of the $k$ values (for example, $k_1$, $k_2$ in FIG. 38) for each pixel determined by the method shown in FIG. 18 from each signal level of the long brightness signal corresponding to the block is taken as the synthesis coefficient $k_{b11}$ of the block. It is needless to say that the number of pixels in the block is not limited to two pixels.

In Embodiment 2 of the present invention, in the signal synthesizer means 7, a configuration is also considered in which a block consisting of a plurality of pixels is provided, and a synthesis coefficient determined by the method shown in FIG. 18 from the signal level of the long signal existing on a specific position within the block, for example the central position of the block is used for the synthesis processing of each pixel in the block. In this case, it is unnecessary to determine the synthesis coefficient for each pixel, thereby allowing the processing to be simplified. The position of the pixel used to determine the synthesis coefficient is not required to be limited to the central position of the block.

In Embodiment 2 of the present invention, in the signal synthesizer means 7, a configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient is determined not from the long brightness signal but from the brightness signal (short brightness signal) extracted from the short signal converted to the frame image. Also, a configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient $k$ is determined not from the brightness signal extracted from the short signal converted to the frame image, but from the brightness signal extracted from the short signal as the field image. In this case, as can be seen from FIG. 12, the short signal corresponding to the even-number line of the long signal does not exist, so that when it is still in this condition, the synthesis coefficient cannot be determined. In this case, it is sufficient that the synthesis coefficient on the position corresponding to the even-number line of the long signal is determined from the peripheral short brightness signal or the peripheral synthesis coefficient.

In Embodiment 2 of the present invention, an example of a method of determining the synthesis coefficient $k$ from the field signal is shown in FIG. 18, but the method of determining the synthesis coefficient $k$ is not limited to such a method, and for example, a method is considered in which $k$ is nonlinearly determined depending on the brightness level as shown, for example, in FIG. 39.

In Embodiment 3 of the present invention, the short signal is taken as one-field image read in the field read mode, but is not limited to such a configuration, and a configuration is considered in which the signal is read by thinning out the horizontal line signal in the vertical direction, as shown in FIG. 33 by way of example. In this case, the short signal is read without mixing of charges accumulated on the two upper/lower photodiodes in the solid-state imaging element, so that it is sufficient to provide a configuration as shown in, for example, FIG. 40. In the configuration shown in FIG. 40, the mixing of the two upper/lower pixels of the short signal is performed in the two horizontal line adder means 27 (which is the same means as the two horizontal line adder means 701, but is numbered as 27 to distinguish), and as a result, the same function/effect as the configuration shown in FIG. 20 can be realized. However, it is needless to say that in the brightness signal interpolation means 12, the contents of the interpolation processing varies with the thinning out the short signal. For example, when the short signal is a signal thinned out as shown in FIG. 30, as shown in, for example, FIG. 41, it is sufficient to produce interpolated horizontal line signals for two lines between horizontal lines of the short brightness signal (FIG. 41(c)). It is needless to say that it is sufficient that similarly in the interpolation means 702, a required horizontal line signal is produced depending on the thinning out of the short signal. For the configuration in which the horizontal line signal is thinned out in the vertical direction to read as shown in FIG. 33, a configuration is shown in FIG. 40 which has two two-horizontal line adder means, that is, the two-horizontal line adder means 701 and 27, but is not limited to such a configuration, and a configuration is also considered which has no two-horizontal line adder means 701 and 27. In this case, including of means having the same effect as the two-horizontal line adder means 701 and 27 allows the brightness extraction from the long signal and the short signal. Such a configuration having no two-horizontal line adder means 701 and 27 is also valid in a pick up system in which the color filter formed on the solid-state imaging element 3 consists of, for example, primary colors of red (R), green (G) and blue (B), and the brightness signal and the color signal are obtained generally without mixing the charges on the photodiode of the solid-state imaging element 3.

In Embodiments 3 and 4 of the present invention, the two signals having a different amount of exposure are taken as the short signal as one-field image and as the long signal as one-frame image, but are not limited to such a configuration, and may be taken as the long signal as one-field signal and as the short signal as one-frame image depending on the application of the solid-state imaging device. In this case, it is sufficient that the long brightness signal obtained from the long signal is subject to the interpolation processing in the vertical direction by the brightness signal interpolation means 12, and the long signal after the interpolation processing and the short signal are synthesized in the brightness signal synthesizer means 13, and that the synthesis coefficient used at that time is determined from the long signal after the interpolation processing. As with Embodiments 1 and 2 of the present invention, a configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient is determined from the long signal before the interpolation processing. In this manner, the synthesis coefficient is determined from the long signal as one-field image and the short signal as one-frame image, thereby allowing an expanded dynamic range image with a high resolution at a high-brightness part to be picked up.

In Embodiment 3 of the present invention, the interpolation means 720 uses two one-line memories and performs the interpolation processing from the signal for two horizontal lines, but is not limited to such configuration, and for example, a configuration is also considered in which the means uses a large number of one-line memories and performs the interpolation processing by a high-rank interpolation processing from a large number of horizontal line signals. A configuration is also considered in which outputting repeatedly twice the one-horizontal lines inputted causes the number of horizontal lines to become double, that is, the so-called previous-value interpolation to be performed.

In Embodiments 3 and 4 of the present invention, the brightness signal interpolation means 12 takes the addition mean value of the two horizontal line signal as the interpolation signal, but is not limited to such a configuration, and a configuration is also considered in which the interpolation processing is performed by a high-rank interpolation process-
ing from a large number of horizontal line signals, or in which the interpolation signal is obtained by a previous-value interpolation.

[0200] In Embodiments 3 and 4 of the present invention, in the brightness signal synthesizer means 13, the synthesis coefficient k for synthesizing the long brightness signal and the short brightness signal is determined for each pixel of the long brightness signal, but the means is not limited to such a configuration, and for example, a configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient k is determined for each pixel from the mean value, minimum value, maximum value or intermediate value of the long brightness signal level of a plurality of pixels, or in which the values of k determined for each pixel, the mean value, minimum value, maximum value or intermediate value of k determined from a plurality of pixels is taken as the synthesis coefficient for each pixel.

[0201] In Embodiments 3 and 4 of the present invention, in the brightness signal synthesizer means 13, a configuration is also considered in which a synthesis coefficient for a block consisting of a plurality of pixels is determined to perform synthesis. For example, in FIG. 43, when the long brightness signal YL11 and YL12, and YL13 and YL14 are taken as one block, respectively, while the short brightness signal YS11 and YS12, and YS13 and YS14 existing on the same position as the long brightness signals are taken as one block, respectively, it is possible to determine a synthesis coefficient for each block in two pixel units and perform synthesis. At this time, for example, the synthesis of the block consisting of the long brightness signal YL11 and YL12 and the block consisting of the short brightness signal YS11 and YS12 is performed, when the synthesis coefficient of these blocks is taken as kb11, as in the equation (19). (YM is a brightness signal after synthesis)

\[
Y_{M1} = (1-k_{b11}) \cdot Y_L_{11} + k_{b11} \cdot X_{S11} + D
\]
\[
Y_{M2} = (1-k_{b11}) \cdot Y_L_{12} + k_{b11} \cdot X_{S12} + D
\]  

(19)

[0202] In this case, it is sufficient that k determined by the method shown in FIG. 18 from either the signal level of the long brightness signal (for example, YL11 and YL12 in FIG. 43) corresponding to the block, or at least one of the mean value, minimum value, maximum value and intermediate value of the long brightness signal corresponding to the block is taken as the synthesis coefficient kb11 of the block. A configuration is also considered in which one of the mean value, minimum value, maximum value and intermediate value of the k values (for example, k1, k2 in FIG. 43) for each pixel determined by the method shown in FIG. 18 from each signal level of the long brightness signal corresponding to the block is taken as the synthesis coefficient kb11 of the block. It is needless to say that the number of pixels in the block is not limited to two pixels.

[0203] In Embodiments 3 and 4 of the present invention, in the brightness signal synthesizer means 13, a configuration is also considered in which a block consisting of a plurality of pixels is provided, and a synthesis coefficient determined by the method shown in FIG. 18 from the signal level of the long brightness signal corresponding to a specific position within the block, for example the central position of the block is used for the synthesis processing of each pixel in the block. In this case, it is unnecessary to determine the synthesis coefficient for each pixel, thereby allowing the processing to be simplified. The position of the pixel used to determine the synthesis coefficient is not required to be limited to the central position of the block.

[0204] In Embodiments 3 and 4 of the present invention, in the signal synthesizer means 14 and 23, the synthesis coefficient k for synthesizing the long signal and the short signal uses a value determined for each pixel by the synthesis coefficient generation means 1301 from the long brightness signal, but the determination is not limited to such a configuration, and for example, a configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient generation means 1404 is independently provided within the signal synthesizer means 14 and 23 as shown in FIG. 42, and the synthesis coefficient k is determined for each pixel from the mean value, minimum value, maximum value or intermediate value of the brightness signal level of a plurality of pixels, or in which the values of k determined for each pixel, the mean value, minimum value, maximum value or intermediate value of k determined from a plurality of pixels is taken as the synthesis coefficient for each pixel. Here, the function of the synthesis coefficient generation means 1404 is the same as the synthesis coefficient generation means 1301.

[0205] In Embodiments 3 and 4 of the present invention, in the signal synthesizer means 14 and 23, a configuration is also considered in which a synthesis coefficient for a block consisting of a plurality of pixels is determined to perform synthesis. For example, in FIG. 38, when the long signal (Ye+Mg)L11 and (Cy+G)L12, and the long signal (Ye+Mg)L13 and (Cy+G)L14 are taken as one block, respectively, while the short signal (Ye+Mg)S11 and (Cy+G)S12, and the short signal (Ye+Mg)S13 and (Cy+G)S14 existing on the same position as the long signals are taken as one block, respectively, it is possible to determine a synthesis coefficient for each block in two pixel units and perform synthesis. At this time, for example, the synthesis of the block consisting of the long signal (Ye+Mg)L11 and (Cy+G)L12 and the block consisting of the short signal (Ye+Mg)S11 and (Cy+G)S12 is performed, when the synthesis coefficient of these blocks is taken as kb11, as in the equation (18). In this case, it is sufficient that k determined by the method shown in FIG. 18 from either the signal level of the long brightness signal (for example, YL11 and YL12 in FIG. 43) existing spatially on the same position as respective blocks, or at least one of the mean value, minimum value, maximum value and intermediate value of the long brightness signal existing spatially on the same position as respective blocks is taken as the synthesis coefficient kb11 of the block. A configuration is also considered in which one of the mean value, minimum value, maximum value and intermediate value of the k values (for example, k1, k2 in FIG. 36) for each pixel determined by the method shown in FIG. 18 from each signal level of the long brightness signal existing spatially on the same position as respective blocks is taken as the synthesis coefficient kb11 of the block. It is needless to say that the number of pixels in the block is not limited to two pixels.

[0206] In Embodiments 3 and 4 of the present invention, in the signal synthesizer means 14 and 23, a configuration is also considered in which a block consisting of a plurality of pixels is provided, and a synthesis coefficient determined by the method shown in FIG. 18 from the signal level of the long brightness signal existing on a specific position within the block, for example, the central position of the block is used for the synthesis processing of each pixel in the block. In this case, it is unnecessary to determine the synthesis coefficient
for each pixel, thereby allowing the processing to be simplified. The position of the pixel used to determine the synthesis coefficient is not required to be limited to the central position of the block.

[0207] In Embodiments 3 and 4 of the present invention, a configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient $k$ used in the signal synthesizer means 14 and 23 is taken as a value obtained by multiplication of the value obtained by the above-mentioned method from the long brightness signal by a certain coefficient, or a value obtained by addition/subtraction of a certain coefficient.

[0208] In Embodiments 3 and 4 of the present invention, in the brightness signal synthesizer means 13, and signal synthesizer means 14 and 23, a configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient $k$ is determined not from the long brightness signal but from the brightness signal (short brightness signal) extracted from the short signal converted to the frame image. Also, a configuration is also considered in which the synthesis coefficient $k$ is determined not from the brightness signal extracted from the short signal converted to the frame image, but from the brightness signal extracted from the short signal as the field image. In this case, as can be seen from FIG. 12, the short signal corresponding to the even-number line of the long signal does not exist, so that when it is still in this condition, the synthesis coefficient cannot be determined. In this case, a method is considered in which the synthesis coefficient on the position corresponding to the even-number line of the long signal uses the peripheral short brightness signal or the peripheral synthesis coefficient as they are, or in which the synthesis coefficient is determined from the mean value, maximum value, minimum value of intermediate value of the peripheral synthesis coefficient.

[0209] In Embodiments 3 and 4 of the present invention, an example of a method of determining the synthesis coefficient $k$ from the brightness signal level is shown in FIG. 18, but the method of determining the synthesis coefficient $k$ is not limited to such a method, and for example, a method is considered in which $k$ is nonlinearly determined depending on the brightness level as shown, for example, in FIG. 39.

[0210] In Embodiment 4 of the present invention, the short signal is taken as a one-field image read in the field read mode, but is not limited to such a configuration, and a configuration is considered in which the signal is read by thinning out the horizontal line signal in the vertical direction, as shown in FIG. 33 by way of example. In this case, the short signal is read without mixing of charges accumulated on the two upper/lower photodiodes in the solid-state imaging element, so that, for example, when the two upper/lower pixels is to be mixed by the two horizontal line addition means as with FIG. 40, with the result that the same function/effect as the configuration shown in FIG. 30 is realized. However, it is needless to say that in the brightness signal interpolation means 12 as with Embodiment 3 of the present invention, the contents of the interpolation processing varies with the thinning out of the short signal. It is needless to say that similarly also in the thinning out means 22, it is sufficient that thinning out is performed depending on the thinning out of the short signal in a manner that the long signal exhibits the same signal type as the short signal.

[0211] In Embodiment 4 of the present invention, there has been explained a configuration in which the thinning out processing of the long signal in the vertical direction is performed by the thinning out means 22, but a configuration is also considered in which there is provided a horizontal-direction thinning out means 27 having a function of thinning the pixel in the horizontal direction out of said image signal as shown in FIG. 44, whereby the pixels in the horizontal direction of both the long signal and the short signal passing through the two horizontal line adder means 701 is thinned out to, for example, a half. In this case, thinning out the pixels in the horizontal direction to a half as mentioned above allows the one-line memories 15, 16 for synchronization to be substituted by half-line memories with a capacity a half thereof. Thinning out the pixels in the horizontal direction in this manner allows the solid-state imaging device to be further simplified in configuration and to be made cheaper. In this case, when the long signal and the short signal are previously subject to the bandwidth restriction in the horizontal direction before the thinning out processing in the horizontal direction is performed, an unwanted reflection does not occur by the thinning out processing. It is needless to say that when the signals are also subject to the band restriction in the vertical direction in the same manner, an unwanted reflection can be avoided even in performing the thinning out processing in the vertical direction.

[0212] In all of the above-mentioned embodiments of the present invention, the brightness signal and the short signal are stored in the image memory 6 for a time, but the procedure is not limited to such a method, and a method is also considered in which, for example, only one of either the long signal or the short signal is stored in the image memory 6, and the read of the remaining signal from the solid-state imaging element 3 and the read of the signal from the image memory 6 are synchronized to perform the synthesis processing. In this case, the capacity of the image memory 6 can be reduced, and the solid-state imaging device can be configured at a cheaper cost.

[0213] In all of the above-mentioned embodiments of the present invention, the arrangement of the color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element 3 is explained using complementary-color checkerboard type consisting of four colors of magenta, green, yellow and cyan as shown in FIG. 3, but is not limited to such a configuration, and by way of example, an arrangement is also considered in which magenta (Mg) and green (G) are not reversed in position for each line as shown in FIG. 45, and a configuration is also considered in which two complementary-color filters for green (G) and cyan (Cy), yellow (Yc) are arranged in stripe shape as shown in FIG. 46.

[0214] In all of the above-mentioned embodiments of the present invention, the arrangement of the color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element 3 is explained using configuration consisting of four colors of magenta, green, yellow and cyan as shown in FIG. 3, but is not limited to such a configuration, and a configuration is also considered which uses filters for primary colors consisting of green (G), blue (B) and red (R). By way of example as the filter arrangement, there are considered the Bayer method shown in FIG. 47, the inter-line method shown in FIG. 48, the G stripe RB completely checkerboard method shown in FIG. 49, the stripe method shown in FIG. 50, the diagonal stripe method shown in FIG. 51, the G stripe RB line sequential method shown in FIG. 52, the G stripe RB point sequential method shown in FIG. 53, and the like. It is needless to say that when the primary color filter is used, the brightness signal is determined according to the equation (20).

\[
\text{Brightness signal} = 0.3 \times R + 0.59 \times G + 0.11 \times B
\]
In all of the above-mentioned embodiments of the present invention, the arrangement of the color filters formed on the solid-state imaging element 3 is explained using complementary-color checkerboard type consisting of four colors of magenta, green, yellow and cyan as shown in FIG. 3, and further, the read of the short signal is explained as the field read, so that the two horizontal upper/lower line addition processing of the long signal by the two horizontal line adder means 701 is included to match in signal type the long signal with the short signal, but are not limited to such a configuration, and it is needless to say that when another filter arrangement is employed as shown in FIGS. 45 to 53, or when rather than the field read, the thinning out read as shown in FIG. 33 is performed, the two horizontal upper/lower line addition processing is not necessarily required.

In all of the above-mentioned embodiments of the present invention, a configuration is also considered in which thresholds Th_max, Th_min, Th_max’, and Th_min’ in determining the synthesis coefficient are set as in the equation (21), respectively, and the long-time exposure signal and the short-time exposure signal are switched by a signal level rather than the weighting addition.

\[
\text{Th}_{\text{max}} - \text{Th}_{\text{min}} = X \text{Th}_{\text{min}}' 
\]

(21)

5. Embodiment 5

The fifth embodiment is wherein the image synthesizer means 36 has the same means as the signal synthesizer means included in Embodiments 1 to 4, and in addition, an exposure amount ratio detector means 36 is included.

That is, when in a method of using a plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount and synthesizing the signals to pick up an image with an expanded dynamic range, Embodiment 5 of the present invention has a configuration in which the exposure time is controlled using a mechanical shutter serving also as an optical aperture, or when a subject is picked up in a such condition of light source illumination that the brightness level of an illumination for the subject, for example, a fluorescent lamp varies periodically, even when the ratio in the exposure amount of a plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount is not determined simply as the ratio in the exposure amount, an synthesis image after the image synthesis processing has stably continuous gradation characteristics by actually determining of the exposure amount ratio in the full screen field in each pixel of the long-time exposure signal and the short-time exposure signal.

FIG. 54 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 5 of the present invention. In FIG. 54, the numeral 31 designates a mechanical shutter serving also as an optical aperture; and the numeral 32 designates a solid-state imaging element, and is taken as a whole pixel read-type CCD (Charge Coupled Device) in Embodiment 5. The numeral 33 designates two horizontal line adder means for adding two horizontal lines to the output from the solid-state imaging element 32; the numeral 34, an image memory for storing the signal for two frames after addition of the horizontal lines from the solid-state imaging element 32; the numeral 35, a shutter drive control means for performing the open/close control of the mechanical shutter 31; the numeral 36, an exposure amount ratio detector means for determining the exposure amount ratio of a plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount; the numeral 37, a gain adjustment means for performing the gain adjustment to a plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount; and the numeral 38, image synthesizer means for performing the image synthesis to expand the dynamic range.

In the block of the exposure amount ratio detector means 36, the numeral 361 designates signal level determination means; the numeral 362, integrator means for the long signal; the numeral 363, integrator means for the short signal; and the numeral 364, exposure amount ratio operation means for determining the ratio (LSUM/SSUM) of an integrated value LSUM in the whole screen field by the long signal integrator means 362 to an integrated value SSUM in the whole screen field by the short signal integrator means 363.

FIG. 55 is a block diagram showing a configuration example of the two horizontal line adder means 33 in block diagram of FIG. 54. In the diagram, the numeral 331 designates a one-line memory which is means for delaying by one horizontal synchronous period said image signal for one-line memory outputted from the solid-state imaging element 32. The numeral 332 designates an adder in which the horizontal line signal delayed in the one-line memory 331 and the horizontal line signal inputted into the two horizontal line adder means 33 are added to each other, whereby the addition of two upper/lower lines adjacent to each other is performed.

FIG. 56 shows a configuration example of the image memory 34 in the block diagram of FIG. 54. The image memory 34 has a configuration in which the image memory 34 requires a memory capacity capable of storing two frames, and for example, as shown in FIG. 56, has two frame memories of a long signal frame memory 341a and a short signal frame memory 341b, so that the long signal and the short signal can be controlled in a manner that they are stored independently of respective frame memories.

With respect to the solid-state imaging device of the present fifth embodiment configured as described above, the operation thereof will be explained hereinafter.

A concrete example will be explained of a case where Embodiment 5 picks up two images of the short-time exposure signal (short signal) and the long-time exposure signal (long signal) to synthesize these signals.

First, the method of picking up the short signal and the long signal will be explained using FIG. 57. FIG. 57 is a timing chart with respect to the exposure of a subject image, to the read of an exposed signal, and to the read/write operation of the image memory 34 in the solid-state imaging device 32. In FIG. 57, the numeral 3401 designates a timing of the synchronous signal in the vertical direction; the numeral 3402, a timing of a read control pulse for controlling the signal charge read from the photodiode of the solid-state imaging element 32; the numeral 3403, a timing showing the opening/closing state of the mechanical shutter 31; the numeral 3404, a timing showing the exposure signal amount on the photodiode of the solid-state imaging element 32; the numeral 3405, a timing of the signal outputted from the solid-state imaging element 32; the numeral 3406, a timing of the input (write) signal of the image memory 34; the numeral 3407, a timing of the output (read) signal from the short signal storage means (the short signal frame memory 341b) of the image memory 34; and the numeral 3408, a timing of the output (read) signal from the long signal storage means (the long signal frame memory 341a) of the image memory 34.
At the short signal exposure, with the mechanical shutter 31 being opened, using an electrical shutter function, the exposure is performed for a required exposure time, for example, one thousandth of a second. After the exposure for one thousandth of a second is finished, the charge accumulated on the photodiode is moved to the vertical transfer CCD by the read control pulse. At this time, the read mode of the solid-state imaging element 32 should drive in the whole pixel read mode.

Then, after short signal is moved to the vertical transfer CCD, the long signal should be exposed. The exposure time of the long signal is taken as, for example, one hundredth of a second. The exposure time of the long signal should be controlled by the opening/closing of the mechanical shutter 2. Although concurrently with the above-mentioned exposure, the short signal for one frame is output from the solid-state imaging element 32, the charge accumulated on the photodiode for the long signal is moved to the vertical transfer CCD by the read control pulse. At this time, the read mode of the solid-state imaging element 32 should drive in the read mode. The cycle of the vertical synchronous signal is taken as, for example, three tenths of a second, and the signal read for one field should be completed within one cycle of the vertical synchronous signal.

After the two signals of the short signal and the long signal with a different exposure time obtained by the solid-state imaging element 32 are respectively and individually subject to the two horizontal line addition processing for adding/mixing the two upper/lower line signals adjacent to each other on the solid-state imaging element 32 by the two horizontal line adder means 33, as shown in the timing of the numeral 3406, the short signal is for a time stored in the short signal frame memory 341b of the image memory 34 during period 1, while the long signal is for a time stored in the long signal frame memory 341c of the image memory 34 during period 2.

Then, the short signal and the long signal are read from the image memory 34 during periods 3, 4 as shown in the timing of the numerals 3407 and 3408.

During period 3, in the exposure amount ratio detector means 36, the exposure amounts of each pixel in the respective whole screen field of the short signal (short frame signal) and the long signal (long frame signal) are integrated, whereby the whole amount of exposure (SSUM, LSUM) is determined.

During period 3, the timing of reading the short signal and the long signal from the image memory 34 is such that the short signal and the long signal are read sequentially from the first line in a manner that the lines on the positions corresponding to each other on the solid-state imaging element 32 are output in that timing. Here, during period 3, the short signal and the long signal read from the image memory 34 are input into the exposure amount ratio detector means 36. The exposure amount ratio detector means 36 performs the exposure amount ratio detection in the whole screen of the short signal and the long signal, so that an integrated value of the exposure amount of each pixel in the respective whole screen field of the short signal and the long signal is determined, and then the ratio of the integrated value (LSUM/SSUM) is determined.

The short signal and the long signal inputted in synchronism with the line into the exposure amount ratio detector means 36 are determined, respectively, for the level in signal level determination means 361, and a signal determined to be at a level out of a predetermined range is neglected so as not to be integrated in a long signal integrator means 362 and a short signal integrator means 363. Here, the level out of a predetermined range means that it is a level at which the ratio in the exposure amount is difficult to determine, and more specifically, that with respect to signal, the long signal is a signal of a high brightness portion near the saturation level of the solid-state imaging element 32, while short signal is a signal of a low brightness portion on which the noise effect largely acts.

FIG. 58 is a block diagram showing a configuration in the signal level determination means 361. Here, in FIG. 58, the numeral 36101 designates means (a comparator A) for determining the level of the long signal; the numeral 36102, means (a comparator B) for determining the level of the short signal; the numeral 36103, an OR gate; the numeral 36104, a gate means for gating the long signal; and the numeral 36105, a gate means for gating the short signal. In the means 36101 for determining the level of the long signal, the gate means 36104 gates the high-brightness signal near the saturation level of the solid-state imaging element 32 so as not to be integrated by the long signal integrator means 362, while the gate means 36105 gates also the short signal of the pixel corresponding thereto so as not to be integrated by the short signal integrator means 363.

In the means 36102 for determining the level of the short signal, the gate means 36105 gates the low-brightness signal on which the noise effect largely acts so as not to be integrated by the short signal integrator means 363, while the gate means 36104 gates also the long signal of the pixel corresponding thereto so as not to be integrated by the long signal integrator means 362.

The integrated value LSUM as a result of integration in the long signal integrator means 362 in the whole field of one screen, and the integrated value SSUM as a result of integration in the long signal integrator means 363 are input into exposure amount ratio operation means 364, and an operation shown in the following equation (22) is performed to determine an exposure amount ratio D in the whole screen field.

\[ D = \frac{LSUM}{SSUM} \]  \hspace{1cm} (22)

The above-mentioned method allows the exposure amount ratio D in the average of the whole screen of the exposure amount of the short signal controlled in the exposure amount by an electronic shutter to the exposure amount of the long signal controlled in the exposure amount by the mechanical shutter to be extremely correctly obtained.

Also when the illumination of a subject is a fluorescent lamp, it is possible to obtain the exposure amount ratio of the short signal to the long signal by the completely same method and timing as the above-mentioned explanation, so that the explanation in this case will be omitted.

Then, during period 4 shown in FIG. 57, as with period 3, the long signal and the short signal are read from the image memory 34, and the short signal is multiplied in the gain adjustment means 37 by a D-fold gain equivalent to the exposure amount ratio operated during period 3.

A signal after the D-fold gain is given to the short signal is expressed as the short signal hereafter. Based on the long signal read from the image memory 34 and on the long signal whose gain is adjusted, a synthesisization is per-
formed by the image synthesizer means 38 at a post-stage with a method as shown in the well-known principle of the dynamic range expansion.

[0240] In the above-mentioned manner, the ratio in the exposure amount of the long signal to the short signal can be determined at a high accuracy, so that the synthesis image by the image synthesizer means 38 using the long signal and the gain-adjusted short signal can obtain gradation characteristics which are continuously stable from a low-brightness portion to a high-brightness portion.

[0241] The signal synthesized in the image synthesizer means 38 is subject to processings such as separating of brightness signal from color signal, noise removing, edge enhancing, gamma correcting, matrix operating, and encoding to a specific format, in the later processing. The processing in the image synthesizer means 38 and a processing which is later performed are not directly related to the object of the present invention, so that a detailed explanation will be omitted.

[0242] Although in Embodiment 5 of the present invention, the solid-state imaging element 32 is explained using a whole pixel read-type CCD (Charge Coupled Device), the present invention is not limited to such a CCD, but can be applied to an imaging means capable of outputting a plurality of image signals having a variously different exposure amount, such as means for performing frame read, and means for performing two line addition/read on the solid-state imaging element.

[0243] Although in Embodiment 5 of the present invention, with respect to a signal by which two lines are added to the output from the solid-state imaging element 32 by the two horizontal line adder means 33, the exposure ratio of the long signal to the short signal is detected in the exposure amount ratio detector means 36, the present invention is not limited to such a method, and there is no particular problem even when with respect to a signal by which two lines are not added to the output from the solid-state imaging element 32, the exposure ratio is detected.

[0244] Although in Embodiment 5 of the present invention, the image memory 34 is capable of storing two frames, the present invention is not limited to such a capacity, and the image memory 34 may be capable of storing a plurality of output signals having a different exposure amount from the imaging means.

[0245] Although in Embodiment 5 of the present invention, both the long signal and the short signal having a different exposure amount outputted from the solid-state imaging element 32 are frame signals, the present invention is not limited to such signals, but can be applied to a case where both are field signals, or where the number of lines is different for each signal having a different exposure amount such that one is field, and the other is frame. When the number of lines is different for each signal having a different exposure amount as described above, the exposure amount ratio can be detected by controlling the image memory 34 during exposure amount ratio detection, or by making the pixel at a corresponding position output to the exposure amount ratio detector means 36 in the same timing in a manner that a signal having a large number of lines is matched with the one having a small number of lines.

(5) Embodiment 6

[0246] In the case of Embodiment 5, when the long-time exposure signal and the short-time exposure signal which are different in exposure amount from each other are used and synthesized to pick up an image with an expanded dynamic range, in order to obtain stably continuous gradation characteristics as a synthesis image after the image synthesis processing, an exposure amount ratio is actually determined in the whole screen field of the long-time exposure signal and the short-time exposure signal, and using a signal to which a gain equivalent to the exposure amount ratio is given, and the long-time exposure signal, the image synthesis processing is performed.

[0247] At this time, it takes a time equivalent to one frame time to detect the exposure amount ratio of the long-time exposure signal and the short-time exposure signal, and further, it takes a time equivalent to one frame time to synthesize the long-time exposure signal and the short-time exposure signal, so that the processing time in total tends to become longer.

[0248] The sixth embodiment, in the configuration in Embodiment 5, said image signal from the imaging means and said image signal from the image memory are switched to output to the exposure amount ratio detector means, whereby it is intended to reduce the time required from the picking up start at the image means described in Embodiment 5 to the image synthesis processing end.

[0249] FIG. 59 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 6 of the present invention. In FIG. 59, the configuration is exactly the same as Embodiment 5 other than the component designated at the numeral 39, so that the explanation will be omitted here. The numeral 39 in FIG. 59 designates image signal switching means for switching between a signal after the output of the solid-state imaging element 32 is subject to the addition processing at the two horizontal line adder means 33 (taken as the side A), and an output signal from the long signal storing means of the image memory 34 (taken as the side B). That is, said image signal switching means 39 switches the long signal, when sent to the exposure amount ratio detector means 36, to the side A to directly output the long signal from the two horizontal line adder means 33 to the exposure amount ratio detector means 36, and switches the long signal, when sent to the image synthesizer means 38, to the side B to output the long signal from the image memory 34 to the image synthesizer means 38.

[0250] With respect to the solid-state imaging device of the present second embodiment configured as described above, the operation thereof will be explained hereinafter.

[0251] A concrete example will be explained of a case where Embodiment 6 picks up two images of the short-time exposure signal (short signal) and the long-time exposure signal (long signal) to synthesize these signals.

[0252] First, the method of picking up the short signal and the long signal will be explained using FIG. 60. FIG. 60 is a timing chart with respect to the exposure of a subject image, to the read of an exposed signal, and to the read/write operation of the image memory 34 in the solid-state imaging device 32. In FIG. 60, the numeral 31101 designates a timing of the synchronous signal in the vertical direction; the numeral 31102, a timing of a read control pulse for controlling the signal charge read from the photodiode of the solid-state imaging element 32; the numeral 31103, a timing showing the opening/closing state of the mechanical shutter 31; the numeral 31104, a timing showing the exposure signal amount on the photodiode of the solid-state imaging element 32; the numeral 31105, a timing of the signal outputted from the solid-state imaging element 32; the numeral 31106, a timing
of the input (write) signal of the image memory 34; the numeral 31107, a timing of the output (read) signal from the short signal storage means (the short signal frame memory 341b) of the image memory 34; and the numeral 31108, a timing of the output (read) signal from the long signal storage means (the long signal frame memory 341a) of the image memory 34.

[0253] At the short signal exposure, with the mechanical shutter 31 being opened, using an electrical shutter function, the exposure is performed for a required exposure time, for example, one thousandth of a second. After the exposure for one thousandth of a second is finished, the charge accumulated on the photodiode is moved to the vertical transfer CCD by the read control pulse. At this time, the read mode of the solid-state imaging element 32 should drive in the whole pixel read mode.

[0254] Then, after short signal is moved to the vertical transfer CCD, the long signal should be exposed. The exposure time of the long signal is taken as, for example, one hundredth of a second. The exposure time of the long signal should be controlled by the opening/closing of the mechanical shutter 31. Although concurrently with the above-mentioned exposure, the short signal for one frame is outputted from the solid-state imaging element 32, the charge accumulated on the photodiode for the long signal is moved to the vertical transfer CCD by the read control pulse. At this time, the read mode of the solid-state imaging element 32 should drive in the read mode. The cycle of the vertical synchronous signal is taken as, for example, one thousandth of a second, and the signal read for one field should be completed within one cycle of the vertical synchronous signal.

[0255] After the two signals of the short signal and the long signal having a different exposure time obtained by the solid-state imaging element 32 are respectively and individually subject to the two horizontal line addition processing for adding/mixing the two upper/lower line signals adjacent to each other on the solid-state imaging element 32 by the two horizontal line adder means 33, as shown in the timing of the numeral 31106, the short signal is for a time stored in the short signal frame memory 341b of the image memory 34 during period ①, while the long signal is for a time stored in the long signal frame memory 341a of the image memory 34 during period ②.

[0256] During period ②, by switching said image signal switching means 39 to the side A, the long signal being forcibly inputted into the long signal storage means of the image memory 34 is inputted into the signal level determination means 361 in the exposure amount ratio detector means 36, and at the same time, as shown in the timing of the numeral 31107, the short signal stored in the short signal storage means of the image memory 34 is read and then inputted into the signal level determination means 361 in the exposure amount ratio detector means 36. In this case, with respect to the long signal inputted through said image signal switching means 39 and to the short signal outputted from the image memory 34, the long signal and the short signal of the lines on the respective positions on the solid-state imaging element 32 are controlled to be inputted into the signal level determination means 361 in the exposure amount ratio detector means 36 at the same timing, whereby during period ②, the processing of the exposure amount detection during period ② conforms to the processing of the exposure amount detection during period ③ in Embodiment 5, so that the explanation will be omitted here. It is wherein the processing during period ② in Embodiment 6 precedes that in Embodiment 5 by one frame period.

[0257] Then, during period ③ shown in FIG. 60, the long signal and the short signal are read from the image memory 34. During period ③, by switching said image signal switching means 39 to the side B, the long signal from the long signal storage means of the image memory 34 is inputted into the image synthesizer means 38, and at the same time, the short signal from the short signal storage means of the image memory 34 is multiplied by a D-fold gain equivalent to the exposure amount ratio D operated during period ② in the gain adjustment means 37, and then inputted into the image synthesizer means 38.

[0258] A signal after the D-fold gain is given to the short signal is expressed as the short signal hereinbefore. As with Embodiment 5, based on the long signal read from the image memory 34 and on the short signal whose gain is adjusted, a synthesization is performed by the image synthesizer means 38 at a post-stage with a method as shown in the well-known principle of the dynamic range expansion.

[0259] As shown above, the addition of said image signal switching means for switching between said image signal from the imaging means and said image signal from the image memory allows the time required from the picking up start at the imaging means described in Embodiment 5 to the image synthesis processing end to be reduced by one frame time.

(6) Embodiment 7

[0260] When a subject is picked up under different light source such as in the outdoors or indoors, by a method of using the short-time exposure signal and the long-time exposure signal having a different exposure amount and synthesizing these signals to pick up an image with an expanded dynamic range, there is a difference in the light aspect in that the brightness level of the subject varies periodically due to a fluorescent lamp in the indoors, while the brightness level of the subject does not vary periodically due to the sunlight in the outdoors. Hence, for the subject under a plurality of light sources, the exposure amount ratio of the long-time exposure signal to the short-time exposure signal is different for each portion of the image, so that it is impossible to give a gain equivalent to an uniform exposure amount ratio in the whole screen field as described in Embodiment 5 to the short-time exposure signal.

[0261] In Embodiment 7, even when a plurality of light sources exist, an synthesis image after the image synthesis processing to expand the dynamic range has stably continuous gradation characteristics by dividing of the screen into a plurality of blocks, and by determining of the exposure amount ratio in the full screen field for each pixel between the long-time exposure signal (long signal) and the short-time exposure signal (short signal).

[0262] FIG. 61 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 7 of the present invention. In FIG. 61, the configuration is exactly the same as Embodiment 5 other than the interval configuration of the exposure amount ratio detector means 36, so that the explanation will be omitted here. In the exposure amount ratio detector means 36 of FIG. 61, the numeral 361 designates signal level determination means; the numerals 365a, 365b, multiplexers; the numerals 366a, 366b, selectors; the numeral 367, a long signal integrator means for dividing the screen into n blocks to determine a integrated value LSUM of the long signal for each block; and the numeral 368, a short signal integrator means for dividing the screen into n blocks
to determine an integrated value SSUM of the short signal for each block. In the long signal integrator means 367 and the short signal integrator means 368 in block units, symbols $\Sigma BL.1$, $\Sigma BL.2$ through $\Sigma BL.n$ designate integrator means in a block units. The numeral 364 designates exposure amount ratio operation means for receiving the integrated value LSUM for each block by the long signal integrator means 367 or the integrated value SSUM for respective block by the short signal integrator means 368 obtained by switching between these integrated values by the selectors 366a, 366b to determine the ratio of the integrated value LSUM to the integrated value SSUM in block units.

[0263] With respect to the solid-state imaging device of the present seventh embodiment configured as described above, the operation thereof will be explained hereinafter.

[0264] First, with respect to the method of picking up the short signal and the long signal and to the method of controlling the exposure time and the solid-state imaging element 32 and the image memory 34, the concrete example in Embodiment 7 is exactly the same as that described in fifth embodiment, so that the explanation will be omitted here. The timing of the output signal from the solid-state imaging element 32 and the timing of the input/output signal into/from the image memory 34 at that time are exactly the same as the timing chart of FIG. 57 used to explain Embodiment 5, so that Embodiment 7 will be explained also using FIG. 57.

[0265] In the concrete example of Embodiment 7, there will be explained a case where the exposure amount ratio is determined for each block obtained by dividing the screen into 8x6=48 blocks as shown in FIG. 62. As an example of the difference in the light source aspect, the fields of the block numbers 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24 are subject fields in which the outdoor sunlight exhibits the light source, and fields other than the above fields are subject fields in which the fluorescent lamp exhibits the light source.

[0266] In Embodiment 7, during periods 1, 2 shown in FIG. 57, the signal outputted from the solid-state imaging element 32 is subject to the two horizontal lines addition processing by the two horizontal line adder means 33, and then is stored for a time in the image memory 34.

[0267] During period 3, the long signal integrator means 367 and the short signal integrator means 368 for each block integrate the exposure amount of each pixel for each block divided into blocks in the short signal (short frame signal) and the long signal (long frame signal) read from the image memory 34 respectively, to determine the total of exposure amount (SSUM, LSUM) in block units. During period 3, the timing of reading the short signal and the long signal from the image memory 34 is such that the lines on the respective positions on the solid-state imaging element 32 are read sequentially from the first line at the same timing.

[0268] The short signal and the long signal inputted in synchronization with the line into the exposure amount ratio detector means 36 are determined, respectively, for the level in the signal level determination means 361, and a signal determined to be at a level out of a predetermined range is neglected so as not to be integrated for each block in the long signal integrator means 367 and the short signal integrator means 368. Here, the level out of a predetermined range means that it is a level at which the ratio in the exposure amount is difficult to determine, and more specifically, that the long signal is a signal of a high brightness portion near the saturation level of the solid-state imaging element 32, while the short signal is a signal of a low brightness portion on which the noise effect largely acts.

[0269] A signal determined to be at a level within a predetermined range is switched in the route by the multiplexers 365a, 365b and integrated by the integrator means $\Sigma BL.1$, $\Sigma BL.2$ to $\Sigma BL.n$ in block units so as to be integrated in blocks to which each pixel signal corresponds.

[0270] During period 4, when the long signal and the short signal of the pixel in nth (first to 48th) block of those divided into blocks are outputted from the image memory 34, the selector 366 is controlled in a manner that a signal used to determine the integrated value of the exposure amount of nth block is inputted into the exposure amount ratio operation means 364, which in turn operates the ratio of the long signal to the short signal in nth block, and then a gain equivalent to the exposure amount ratio is given by the gain adjustment means 37 to the short signal from the image memory 34. A signal after the gain is given by the gain adjustment means 37 to the short signal is expressed as the short signal hereinafter. During period 4, based on the long signal read from the image memory 34 and on the short signal whose gain is adjusted, a synthesis is performed by the image synthesizer means 38 at a post-stage with a method as shown in the well-known principle of the dynamic range expansion.

[0271] With the above-mentioned method, even a subject on which a plurality of light sources exist, the ratio in the exposure amount of the long signal to the short signal in block units can be determined at a high accuracy, so that the synthesis image by the image synthesizer means 38 using the long signal and the gain-adjusted short signal can obtain gradation characteristics which are continuously stable from a low-brightness portion to a high-brightness portion.

[0272] The signal synthesized in the image synthesizer means 38 is subject to processes such as separating brightness signal from color signal, noise removing, edge enhancing, gamma correcting, matrix operating, and encoding to a specific format, in the later processing, as with Embodiment 5.

[0273] Although in Embodiment 7, a case where the exposure amount ratio is determined for each block obtained by dividing the screen into 48 blocks, the present invention is not limited to such a case, and the screen may be divided into any number of blocks. It is sufficient that the number of the block in the long signal integrator means 367 and the short signal integrator means 368 is decided so as to be matched with the number of divided blocks. In Embodiment 7, the block may be divided in the horizontal/vertical direction at equal intervals, or the interval in the horizontal/vertical direction may be freely changed according to a subject.

(7) Embodiment 8

[0274] The brightness of a fluorescent lamp, as shown in a graph of the fluctuation in brightness for each color component of a fluorescent lamp of FIG. 65, varies in the phase for each color component, so that the exposure amount ratio varies for each color component with the timing of performing exposure. In a method of using a plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount and synthesizing the signals to pick up an image with an expanded dynamic range, a synthesis signal obtained by determining the exposure amount ratio in only brightness portion of the long-time exposure signal and the short-time exposure signal, and by performing the image synthesis to expand the dynamic range with both the long-time exposure signal and a signal giving a gain equivalent to the exposure amount ratio to the short-time exposure signal has color component characteristics which become discontinuous near a position at which the long-time exposure signal saturates.
The eighth embodiment intends to provide a synthesis image having stably continuous gradation characteristics and color characteristics after the image synthesis processing for expanding the dynamic range even when the phase is different for each color component, by determining the exposure amount ratio of the short-time exposure signal (short signal) to the long-time exposure signal (long signal) for each color component.

FIG. 63 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the solid-state imaging device in Embodiment 8 of the present invention. In FIG. 63, the configuration is exactly the same as Embodiment 5 other than the internal configuration of the exposure amount ratio detector means 36, so that the explanation will be omitted here. In the exposure amount ratio detector means 36 of FIG. 61, the numeral 361 designates signal level determination means; the numerals 365a, 365b, multiplexers; the numerals 366a, 366b, selectors; the numeral 369, a long signal integrator means for determining an integrated value LSUM of the long signal for each color component; and the numeral 3610, a short signal integrator means for determining an integrated value SSUM of the short signal for each color component. In the long signal integrator means 369 and the short signal integrator means 3610 for each color component, the symbols \( \Sigma Y \), \( \Sigma MC \), \( \Sigma GC \) and \( \Sigma OC \) designate integrator means for each mixed color component of [magenta (Mg)+yellow (Ye)], [magenta (Mg)+cyan (Cy)], [green (G)+yellow (Ye)] and [green (G)+cyan (Cy)], respectively. The numeral 364 designates exposure amount ratio operation means for receiving the integrated value LSUM for each color component by the long signal integrator means 369 and the integrated value SSUM for each color component by the short signal integrator means 3610 obtained by switching between these integrated values by the selectors 366a, 366b to determine the ratio of the integrated value LSUM to the integrated value SSUM for each color component.

With respect to the solid-state imaging device of the present eighth embodiment configured as described above, the operation thereof will be explained hereinafter.

Here, the color filters on the photodiode of the solid-state imaging element 32 are assumed to be arranged in a manner that the color filters having four different spectral characteristics of magenta (Mg), green (G), yellow (Ye) and cyan (Cy) are arranged for each pixel.

First, with respect to the method of picking up the short signal and the long signal and to the method of controlling the exposure time and the solid-state imaging element 32 and the image memory 34, the concrete example in Embodiment 8 is exactly the same as that described in fifth embodiment, so that the explanation will be omitted here. The timing of the output signal from the solid-state imaging element 32 and the timing of the input/output signal into/from the image memory 34 at that time are exactly the same as the timing chart of FIG. 57 used to explain Embodiment 5, so that Embodiment 8 will be explained also using FIG. 57.

In Embodiment 8, during periods 1, 2 shown in FIG. 57, the signal outputted from the solid-state imaging element 32 is subject to the two horizontal lines addition processing by the two horizontal line adder means 33, and then is stored for a time in the image memory 34.

During period 3, in the respective long signal and the respective short signal read from the image memory 34, the exposure amount of each pixel for each color component is integrated to determine the total of exposure amount (SSUM, LSUM) for each color component.

During period 3, the timing of reading the short signal and the long signal from the image memory 34 is such that the lines on the respective positions on the solid-state imaging element 32 are read sequentially from the first line at the same timing.

The short signal and the long signal inputted in synchronism with the line into the exposure amount ratio detector means 36 are determined, respectively, for the level in the signal level determination means 361, and a signal determined to be at a level out of a predetermined range is neglected so as not to be integrated for each color component in the long signal integrator means 369 and the short signal integrator means 3610. Here, the level out of a predetermined range means that it is a level at which the ratio in the exposure amount is difficult to determine, and more specifically, that the long signal is a signal of a high brightness portion near the saturation level of the solid-state imaging element 32, while the short signal is a signal of a low brightness portion on which the noise effect largely acts.

A signal determined to be at a level within a predetermined range is switched in the route by the multiplexers 365a, 365b and integrated by the integrator means \( \Sigma Y \), \( \Sigma MC \), \( \Sigma GC \) and \( \Sigma OC \) for each color component so as to be integrated for each color component to which each pixel signal corresponds.

The signals outputted from the image memory 34 are mixed for two lines in the two horizontal line adder means 33, so that the signals of four kinds of [magenta (Mg)+yellow (Ye)], [magenta (Mg)+cyan (Cy)], [green (G)+yellow (Ye)] and [green (G)+cyan (Cy)] as color components are outputted, and thus integrated for each component of the colors of the four kinds.

During period 4, when the long signal and the short signal of the color component of [magenta (Mg)+yellow (Ye)] are outputted from the image memory 34, the selectors 366a, 366b are controlled in a manner that a signal used to determine the integrated value of the exposure amount of magenta (Mg)+yellow (Ye) is inputted into the exposure amount ratio operation means 364, which in turn operates the ratio of the long signal to the short signal in [magenta (Mg)+yellow (Ye)], and then a gain equivalent to the exposure amount ratio is given by the gain adjustment means 37 to the short signal of the color component of magenta (Mg)+yellow (Ye) from the image memory 34.

Similarly, during period 4, when the long signal and the short signal of the color component of magenta (Mg)+cyan (Cy), [green (G)+yellow (Ye)] and [green (G)+cyan (Cy)] are outputted from the image memory 34, the same processing is performed. A signal after the gain is given by the gain adjustment means 37 to the short signal is expressed as the short' signal hereinafter.

Based on the long signal and on the short' signal whose gain is adjusted, a synthesisization is performed by the image synthesizer means 38 at a post-stage with a method as shown in the conventional principle of the dynamic range expansion.

With the above-mentioned method, even when as with a fluorescent lamp, the phase is different for each color component, the ratio in the exposure amount of the long signal to the short signal over the whole screen can be determined at a high accuracy, so that the synthesis image by the image synthesizer means 38 using the long signal and the gain-adjusted short signal can obtain gradation characteristics and color characteristics which are continuously stable from a low-brightness portion to a high-brightness portion.
The signal synthesized in the image synthesizer means is subject to processings such as separating of brightness signal from color signal, noise removing, edge enhancing, gamma correcting, matrix operating, and encoding to a specific format, in the later processing, as with Embodiment 5.

Although in Embodiment 8, the arrangement of color filter for magenta, cyan, green, yellow on the photodiode of the solid-state imaging element 32 is explained, the present invention is not to be limited to such an arrangement, and can be applied also to the arrangement of color separation filters with various and different spectral characteristics. The present invention can be applied also to the arrangement of colorization means by color separation prisms in place of color separation filters.

There can be an embodiment obtained by combining Embodiment 7 with Embodiment 8, though not shown. That is, it is sufficient that the configuration is such that the integrator means ΣMY, ΣMC, ΣGY and ΣGC for each color component are added to respective the integrator means ΣBL1, ΣBL2 through Z BLn in block units.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

The present invention is utilized suitably as a solid-state imaging device which controls the exposure of a solid-state imaging element and the signal read mode, picks up the short-time exposure signal for one field and the long-time exposure signal for one frame, and synthesizes these signals, thereby allowing an image whose dynamic range is expanded while having a resolution equivalent to the number of pixels of the solid-state imaging element to be picked up.

1-42. (canceled)

43. A solid-state imaging device for performing a dynamic range expansion by synthesizing a long-time exposure signal and a short-time exposure signal obtained by imaging, said solid-state imaging device detecting an exposure amount ratio of said long-time exposure signal to said short-time exposure signal, and performing a gain adjustment of said long-time exposure signal and said short-time exposure signal in said dynamic range expansion in accordance with said exposure amount ratio.

44. A solid-state imaging device according to claim 43, wherein a detection of said exposure amount ratio of said long-time exposure signal to said short-time exposure signal is performed for each block divided and formed on an imaging screen, and said gain adjustment is performed for each said block.

45. A solid-state imaging device according to claim 43, wherein a detection of said exposure amount ratio of said long-time exposure signal to said short-time exposure signal is performed for each color component, and said gain adjustment is performed for each said color component.

46. A solid-state imaging device according to claim 43, wherein a detection of said exposure amount ratio of said long-time exposure signal to said short-time exposure signal is performed for each block divided and formed on an imaging screen and for each color component, and said gain adjustment is performed for each said block and for each said color component.

47. A solid-state imaging device comprising:

an image memory for storing said plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount from said imaging means,
an exposure amount ratio detector means for detecting an exposure amount ratio of said plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount;
gain adjustment means for performing a gain adjustment to said plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount from said imaging means.

48. A solid-state imaging device according to claim 47, wherein said exposure amount ratio detector means includes:
signal level determination means for determining a signal level of said plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount,
integrator means for determining an integrated value for each of said plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount within a predetermined range by a determination on said signal level, and
exposure amount ratio operation means for determining a ratio of their plural integrated values.

49. A solid-state imaging device according to claim 48, wherein said integrator means is configured in such a manner as to determine said integrated values for each of said plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount in units of the block obtained by dividing the screen into a plurality of blocks.

50. A solid-state imaging device according to claim 48, wherein said imaging means has colorization means by the use of a color separation filter or a color separation prism having different spectral characteristics, and further, said integrator means is configured in a manner to determine an integrated value for each color component and for each of the plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount.

51. A solid-state imaging device according to claim 48, wherein said imaging means has colorization means by the use of a color separation filter or a color separation prism having different spectral characteristics, and further, said integrator means is configured in a manner to determine an integrated value for each color component and for each of the plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount in units of the block obtained by dividing the screen into a plurality of blocks.

52. A solid-state imaging device according to claim 47, wherein there is included image signal switching means for switching between said image signal from said imaging means and said image signal from said image memory for one of the plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount which are outputted from said imaging means to said image memory.

53. A solid-state imaging device according to claim 47, wherein said gain adjustment means to the plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount is configured in a manner to give a gain based on said exposure amount ratio detected by said exposure amount ratio detector means to at least one of said plurality of image signals having a different exposure amount.